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ACQUISITION REFORM:
THREE GUIDING

S

Defense acquisition
involves so many factors
that the system resists
comprehension, let alone
reform. That we keep trying to improve it testifies
to the fact that we can’t
afford not to.

TL’DY THE IXYFE\SE acquisition system for
any length of time and the main reason it
is so hard to reform becomes obvious: The
scale and complexity of the s);stem are simply
mind-boggling and overwhelm most efforts to
improve it. The sheer weight of its mission: the
dollars involved: the countless laws and regulations
that gol’ern it: the multitude of people dependent
upon it for employment both within and outside
the government; the relationships among competing and cooperating interests at every level; the
entrenched cultures both within and outside the
Pentagon: the effects of new developments in
technology diplomacy domestic politics. military
science-so many factors come into play that the
system resists comprehension, let alone reform.
That we keep tr?;ing to improve it testifies to the
fact that we can’t afford not to.
GAO has been looking into individual weapon
programs for more than 20 years. In addition, since
1970. tit-e major studies of the overall defense

P.4 I ‘L i Il.4 TH is Dirertor of‘the Research, Deze fopmenr,
Acquisition, and Procurement Issue Area in G.AOj.Vational Secur$v and international d4ffairs Dizision.

acquisition system have been carried out under
other auspices.’ Looking back over all this Lvork,
one is struck by the fact that the same problemscost overruns, schedule slippages. performance
shortfalls-crop up again and again. Lately, of
course, widespread fraud, waste, and abuse have
joined the list. What is no less striking. however. is
that a corresponding set of proposals for reform
aluays seems to follow. but somehou; ner.er seems
to bring about real change. The same problems are
cited, the same solutions are proposed, the same
frustrations recur. By now, the deficiencies in the
defense acquisition s>-stem appear to be pretn
well dug in.
Digging them out will take an estraordinan
commitment on the part of the new Secretar)- of
Defense-extraordinary
in that other top Pentagon
officials who have launched reform programs have
seen the defense establishment digest rhem with
little or no long-term effect. SecretaF Richard B.
Cheney’s predecessors at the Department of
Defense (DOD) all found it difficult to maintain
the momentum behind their plans for reform, and
it will take real determination this time around if
the Secretary is to implement improvements and
make them stick.

FROM THE COUPTROLLER GENERAL

B

\I \o\\. it is clear that bringing dolvn the
federal budget deficit will require action
on mJn> different fronts. One important
Jrea for potential spendiny cuts is defense.
According to Pentagon estimates. the (-nited
States could \a~.e billions of dollars a !-ear simpl>- b\
inipro\.ing the management of the defense acquisition process. Because x\e feel that this represents
Jn important opportunity, we ha1.e made defense
xquisition the subject of the “Focus” section of
this issue.
As G.-IO’s Paul Slath states in his article, the
defense acquisition system is w complex that it
resists comprehension. let alone reform: ne\.ertheless, \ve keep making efforts to improve it-efforts
that pro\-ide ample testimony to the urgency of the
task. Ilr. \Iath sets forth three basic principles that
should guide these reform efforts: Put top-notch
people in key positions; make affordability a major
consideration in laying out the defense budget;
and enforce compliance with financial and management controls that are stringent enough to
inhibit fraud. waste, and abuse.
\Ye had the opportunity co discuss some of these
issues with James R. Ambrose, former Under Secretary of the Arm); IIr. Ambrose points out that
some of our problems in defense acquisition stem
from an underlying defense strategy aimed at
accomplishing so much that “to fund it adequateI>
would be unimaginably expensit-e., . . So. instead
of making choices, we spread the money around
inefficiently, even wastefully.”
Efficiency is a central theme in the article by J. Ronald Fox that completes this
package. I\lr. Fox calls on defense acquisition managers to strike a balance. in
their dealings with defense contractors.
bet\veen an adversarial approach and a
collaborative approach. CS’hat is needed.
he says. is the “wise buyer”-the
government manager who
establish a “business relationship characterized by rigorous,
informed bargaining and
tenacious regard for the best
interests of one’s own side.”
\Ve at GAO share this
concern with government
management. It is no accident that our Seventh

.Annual llanagement
Conference. which r.tkes
place this lo\ember,
is focused on esceltence in
managing human resources. Performance management in the public sector takes place in ,I unique
set of circumstances. .Issistunt Comptroller (ieneraI for Operation, Ira Goldstein. who has conjiderable tnanagement experience in both the public
Jnd the prilxce sectors. describes some ofthe ~avs
go\ ernment managers can elicit top performance
from their staff. The article printed here expands
on remarks prepared b>-Air. Goldstein for presentation at our Ilanagement Conference.
Public ser\.ice-an idea whose time may ha1.e
come-is discussed in this issue by Joseph Duffey.
Chancellor of the I-niversity of Ilassachusetts.
Amherst. As this country faces bvidespread unmet
human needs and mounting challenges to its economic strength, the possibility of establishing
some kind of national service program has sparked
increasing interest. hlr. Duffev re\,ie\vs the \-arious
proposals on the table and lays out his o\vn guidelines for setting up a program of citizen ser\.ice as
well as for encouraging citizen volunteerism.
Rounding out our issue is a package of brief
article, on the subject of overcron.ding in federal
and state prisons. .-\s of last July, federal prisons
cvere operating at 59 percent o\‘er official capacity,
state prisons at 23 percent ox’er capacity. Soli.ing
the problem by simply constructing new prisons
would cost many billions of dollars-a high cost
that has spurred consideration of other, less expensi1.e alternatives. Our feature on “rimerica’s
Overcrowded Prisons” presents a variety of
perspectives on this problem and on porsible solutions. The writers for this package
include federal and state justice officials,
scholars. representatives of professional
associations and nonprofit organizations,
and GAO staff.
As always, we are pleased to offer a
forum for writers with a range of
views and from a I-ariet)- of
professional backgrounds.
We appreciate their participation in the GAO Journal.
and hope that you wilt
find their contributions
both informati1.e
and
thought-provoking.
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The heart of the matter
D,

oln,q \o. of course. is one of his most pressing
assignments. one chat may. be easier to accomplish
if he can cut through the enormic\- of the rusk ro a
few guiding principles. Regardless of ho\r. spray Iing and complicated the defense acquisition
system tnsy be. these principles are simple, basic.
and overriding in importance:
l

l

Put first-rate people in key positions and get
them to Lvork as a team.
Factor affordability into the defense budget.

Establish and ensure compliance with financial
and management controls to inhibit fraud, waste,
and abuse.

l

People

The defense acquisition
process requires skills and
knowledge that can be
acquired only over time.
But the average tenure of
program managers is
notoriously short, the
people often unprepared
for their assignments.

6
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The first job is to assemble a team at DOD that
bvill uorkpl-o~~~&+tthat
is, get out in front of
e\‘ents on a nonparochial basis-instead of reactively. Xlelvin Laird, whose leadership as Secreta
of Defense is often cited as a model for his successors, chose his own managers both in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense and at the Secretary
level in the senices. hloreo\,er, these managers
formed a [Pam, proactively identifying and solx.ing
problems rather than waiting for them to surface in
the media.
That the SecretaF’s team be “nonparochial”
is crucial because, by their nature, the strong cultures so deeply embedded in the defense
establishment compete with each other and resist
imposed changes. The services have generally
been able to delay acrion on acquisition reforms
until the political appointees who support the
reforms ha\.e left office. The only effective
response is strong and sustained secretarial leader3hip. backed b>- managers who share a
commitment to improving defense management
and breaking down old barriers.
An effective managerial backup team requires,
in turn. a strong professional procurement work
force. (See the accompanying article by J. Ronald
Fox.) Any system works only as well as the people

in\olxed. ‘l‘hc deferx acquisition process rc(Itiirc\
skills and knowledge that can be xquirect only
o\er time. )-et the alerage tenure of program m.IIIJg:crs and depuE program managers is notoriou\l\
short, Jnd the5e key procurement positions arc
often tilled \\ith people u ho arc unprepared for
their assignments.
Some progrtx has been made in this Jrea. In
response to congressional direcci\-e\. for inst,mce.
the sen.ices ha\.e made the requirements for program managers more rigorous. But there is much
more that needs to be done to raise the prot’e\sionalism of the procurement work force, to impart
greater status to their positions. and to compens,ltc
them accordingly

Affordability
But no matter what specific reforms are e\cntually settled upon or what strides are made in
improl-ing the procurement work force, \ome
means must be found to determine defense
requirements on a more efficient and costconscious basis. Funding constraints on defense
are now a fact of life, but in planning and dtxeloping weapon systems. the Pentagon has not yet
made the adjustment.
In general terms. the acquisition process ib vzt
in motion u-hen a senice identifies a need and
determines that no existing weapon system lvill
address it. Each branch. however. can be espected
to identify many such needs. And rather than
make all the necessa? trade-offs and delay the
start of some systems so that others will be adequately funded, the Pentagon tends to spread the
limited funding over the total acquisition system.
This means that too many weapon systems get the
go-ahead and end up chasing too fen, dollars. B!
failing to choose among systems at the beginning.
DOD overloads its resources and practically guarantees a parade of problems later on.
In a sense, program sponsors cannot really be
blamed. Since IVorld \Var II, DOD has gone
through a series of boom-and-bust cycles-period\
of rapid buildup alternating Lvith periods of austerity. This pattern does not encourage prudence on
the part of managers: it leads them, instead. to

~CQIJISITIO~

The Pentagon must bring
greater realism to its
projections of the cost,
scheduling, and performanee of new swtems,
and effecticrly iie costs to
the budgeting system.

procure JS much ~1sthe! c,m, vhene~-er they canto Mike their proposals A ;Ittracti\.e as possible b?
de\elopin,~ cost projections, schedules. and performJnce ebrimaces under the most optimistic
assumptions. Hut the Lveapons they propose are
often high technology sytems \rhosc de\,elopmenc
necessarily enrails high risk: 11hen the ~lctual n.ork
gets under UX~ and problems arise for lvhich no
funding or scheduling pro\Gions hale been made.
these same program sponsors face I.CF real and
painful choices. The) can cut hack the program or
stretch out the timetable to remdin under budget.
or they can go after additional funding. \lost tend
to cut back the work. hoping to make it up later.
This often means that their programs proceed \vith
some of rhe xvork-or worse. some of the testingnot being done at all. And this leads. almost inevitably. to operational difficulties requiring
espensi\.e and time-consuming redesign at some
future date.
The Pentagon experienced its latest buildup
in the early to mid-1980s. Sow that austerity has
set in again. it is stuck with the residual effects.
These include the huge sums of money-the
“bow wave”--now necessary to field and support
the lveapons developed during the grouth years,
the high cost of worldwide defense commitments
and the need for greater burden-sharing by our
allies, and the ongoing expense of mainraining
the readiness and sustainabili? of our expanded
armed forces.
These issues will be difficult enough to deal
uith. But if DOD really hopes to solve the problem at a more basic level-that is, to avoid this sort
of instabili? in the future-it must learn to base
its weapon acquisition programming not just on
need, but on affordability as well. To date, an
effective method of matching defense needs with
budgetary constraints has not yet been det.eloped.
In short, the Pentagon needs to learn to buy
smart. It can no longer afford to have its acquisition planning dominated by the individual
sen.ices- a situation in which, for example, two
services independently plan, develop, and produce
weapons to kill the same 40,000 enemy tanks. In
addition, it must bring greater realism to its projections of the cost, scheduling, and performance

REFORM

of ne\\’systems. Jnd must effectively tie cost5 to
the budgeting system. It must ensure that sound
and independent testing is performed to avoid
costI>. redesign. moditicacions. and e\-en cancellation of systems after the!- ha\,e been dei.eloped.
And ir must de\etop a better information tlo~r. so
that decisionmakers get the full and accurate star)
on weapon systems in order co determine-early
in
the process--whether cost targets. milestones, and
production and performance goals are being met.
Sometimes. programs need ro be cancr’. J
entirely. as DIMD and ,-iquila Lvere canceled. It
lvould be better-and far less expensive-to cancel them early rather than tare.

Financial

and management

controls

If DOD and the defense industry hope to a\.oid in
the future the sort of procurement horror stories
that ha\.e cost them the public’s confidence in the
recent past, the); must improve long-scanding. systemic shortcomings in the area of financial and
management controls. Controls, accountabili5,
ethical standards: At1 must be emphasized both by
the Pentagon and by the defense industry if deficiencies are to be identified and corrected before
they erupt into trouble.
The way to identify and correct deficiencies
is, again, prou&e(\j--through
compliance re\ie\vs.
>lost people with a knowledge of the acquisition
system agree that the necessary laws and regulations are already in place; what is needed is the
assurance that government and industry are ramp&itzg with them, and that sufficient controls are in
operation co gamzntw that they continue to.
The Federal Xlanagers’ Financial Integrit), .4ct
is a case in point. The act requires each agency
head to submit an annual report to the President
and the Congress describing internal control u-eaknesses that have been identified and providing a
plan to correct them. To a certain degree, the act
has done its job: The Pentagon has identified
some control problems and taken steps to solve
them. But the Pentagon has been reactive rather
than proactive-hesitant,
that is, to implement the
act as it was intended. Too often, DOD reports its
weaknesses only after others, such as the Inspector
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The Secretary’s plan for
improving the defense
acquisition process
reflects a genuine concern
with the long-standing
problems that GAO and
other Pentagon observers
have pointed out on so
many occasions.

(&wral and GAO. hai-c idrncified them.
\lanag:ement--\\ hethcr at the Pentagon or
amon,g 1t5contr;Ictor\-has to suppI\- its own wer\ight. \\.ithout this Jttcnrion to internal controls
.ind compliance, more 2buse4 will occur. And
\\ hen outside Juditors Jncl werseers come in to
examine rhe situation. their adwrse findings \vili
lead to more calls for more rules, more audits. Jnd
r\.en more wersight.
AC present. 41 defenw contrxxors have si,gned
on co a self-go{-ernance program propo5ed 1~).the
Packard Commission. ‘ILit number is a disappointment. The Comptroller General recentI>
testified that the (Iongre~s should seriousI>-consider legislation to require of each contractor an
annual manqement report on corporate internal
controls and an independent appraisal of that
report by a certified public accounrdnt. The report
and apprGal either ~vould be made public along
Lvith each firm’s tinancial sicarement or. at a minimum, supplied routinely to an)- gol’ernment
qenc)- entering into contracts tvith the firm. Over
the long run, the effect of putting controls in
place. cornpl!.ing l+ich them, and having that compliance affirmed by an outside certified public
accountant. would be to reduce the necessity on
the part of the Congress or the Pentagon to micromanage or impose additional audit and oversight.

ing DOD and its resources did not contain nun\
specifics (Athough more \fere due from the wrwex by October 1). but ic did reflect J gcnuinc
concern \f.ith the long-standing problems that (;.A0
.lnd ocher Pentagon obsen er\ ha\ e pointed out jo
man\ times. Testif>-ing on the plan before the
(Congress. I)eput)- Secretary I>onald J. .An\ood
said this:
Iluch needs co be done. \\e wed to establish
better links between national policy and htrxthy- on the one hand and defense force
structure, resources. Jnd programs on the
other. There are too many major progrJm3
ubo1.ecost, beyond schedule, or technicall\
deticient. DOD and the defense indu>tr)- ire
too large, too complex. and too inefficient,
and they are not readilv mot&ted to reduce
cobt or impr0L.e qualin-. There is an clergrowing body of law and regulation that M hen
combined ivith spirslin,g in~wtigxions and
audits impedes e\‘en modestly efficient operation. There is an unprecedented confrontational atmosphere among Congrw, DOI).
and industry u.hich has led to gross mistrust
and a significant erosion in the number of
reputable companies willing to enter the
defense marketplace.
The Deputy Secretxy \vas right u hen he said that
much needs to be done. Others at DOD hs1.e recognized that fact, made a run at improving the
situation, and fallen short of their goals. It’s
heartening-but even more, it’s important to the
national interest-that people are still tr)-ing. l

The newest initiative
I t uas
-’encouraging

this past summer to see these
three basic needs--first-rate people, affordability
dnd financial and management controls--wol.en
throughout Secretary Cheney’s Defense \Ianagement Review. His plan for improving the defense
acquisition process and for more effectively manag

8
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I. The ti\e \rudies were the Blue Ribbon Defense Psnel Report
in 1970, the Report of the Commission on (;oxernment
Procurement in 1971. the Department of I)eienx’~ .4s~essmenroi
Ia \Ycapons
.kquis&n
S)\crm
(the Carlucci Lnitiamrs~
MI 19X1.
the PreGdent’sPnvate Sector Suney on Cost Ckntrol (the <;rJcr
<:ommission report) in 1983. and the President’s Blue Ribbon
Commission on Defense 1Ianagemenr (the Packard Comm~~~ion~
in 19%. For a discussion of long-standing acquisition problem\ .I[
the Pentagon. 5ee the G.-IO report, M&r .C~qukifhs: .Smrnwn 4
Rmnng PrnbImmnnd<~wmzu-Issm: IYk-19x7 I(;.MONSI.\D8%135BR. Sept. 13. 198X).

TRAININGTHE WISE BUYER
If the PeMagon is to improve the acquisition process, it must
improve its acquisition work force.

T

man\- CritiCiSITIS Of
defense acquisition o\er the past se\,eral
)-ears that it is important to point out that
there is much that is right. Today the United
States develops and produces the most advanced
HERE fLY\ E

BEE1

SO

the Secretary of Defense. XII too often, these
people are not given credit for the difficult jobs
they perform.
Sonetheless, as GAO’s Paul 1lath points out
in the preceding article, there are serious problems
inherent in the Pentagon’s acquisition management
system.Toda): however, we have a rare opporrunity to significantly improve it: Just as the
Congress and the new administration are searching
for ways to deal with a large federal deficit, senior
DOD officials have estimated that $30 billion to
$40 billion a year could be saved through management improvements. Simultaneously, the President and his Secretary of Defense have made a
commitment to major reforms in defense acquisition. There has never been a greater need, and
DOD has never had a better opportunit); to make
far-reaching acquisition improvements.
To begin to deal with acquisition problems,
the Secretary of Defense must confront four major
obstacles to long-term reform:
* Too few government managers, at all levels of
the acquisition process, have the necessar);
understanding, skills, and experience in industrial
management and cost control to manage the
acquisition process effectively
Government managers often enter the
acquisition field too late and leave too early in their
careers for DOD to develop an institutional
memory; necessary career-enhancing assignments
in acquisition are rare.
l

and sought-after weapon systems and equipment
in the world. The Department of Defense (DOD)
does this by drawing on the engineering and
manufacturing capabilities of the defense industrlj
and the efforts of some outstanding people in the
Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the Office of

J. RO,Y.-\LD FOX is Tiumpo Projhor of Business
.kz’ministration ut the HarTad Business Sdtod. Hr i.c
the uuthor of ,bming .&n&a and, avth James L.
Fiekl. The Defense. Management ChallmgP:
II hzp0ns .kquisition.
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Incentives offered to defense contractors tend co
reinforce present methods of operating: they often
penalize chose who reduce costs and reward those
who increase costs.
l

There are too few acquisition manager role
models u ho have managed programs effectively
and efficiently. (By role models, I mean
individuals uho have been singled out. revvarded.
promoted, and retained in the acquisition field.)

l

I will spend the first part of my discussion on the
roles, the skills, and the experience required
of acquisition managers. Then I will move on to
the appropriate incentives for government and
indust? managers.

New era, old outlook
I

n his first annual message to Congress, President
Andrew Jackson wrote. “The duties of all public
officers are, or at least admit of being made, so
plain and simple that men of intelligence may
readily qualify themselves for their performance.“’
Although the “plain and simple” approach
may have been effective in the 183Os, it is far from
satisfactory for today’s defense acquisition man-

Too fe=u gouefxment managers Aaz~ethe necessay
understunding, skills, and expebwce in industnul
management and cost control to manage the
acquisition pmcess effectice~y

agers. The complexities of managing the
development and the production of multi-billiondollar weapon systems require highly developed
skills in planning and evaluating the technical and
financial progress of programs, understanding complex contract terms, and overseeing and controlling
large industrial firms performing the work.
The military services are designed for combat.
To maintain youthful forces for combat, the
current military promotion and retirement system
is designed to force out most officers in their
forties. Over the past three decades, however,
U.S. military operations have shifted increasingly
toward high-technology weapons and equipment.
As a result of this change, the services have been
given an added mission of great complexity-one
requiring training, career development, duration of

I0
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assignments. and length of career radicalI>
different from that required for combat. This
mission-managing the defense acquisition
process-requires skills in planning, ov,erseeing.
and controlling the largest, most complex
industrial programs in the vvorld: the development
and the production of weapon systems (i.e.,
aircraft, ships, satellites, missiles, and electronic
systems). each requiring the expenditure of
hundreds of millions of dollars each year.

Acquisition
management:
a difficult assignment
T

he duties of DOD managers of large acquisition
programs are not the ones classically associated
uith the term “manager.” This is because the
Pentagon neither develops nor produces its
weapon systems in-house. The actual development and production work is contracted for,
through prime contractors. Therefore, the
principal functions of the program manager and
staff consist of planning, contracting, monitoring,
controlling, and evaluating the technical
performance of contractors, as well as the
government agencies that provide service and
support. The range of activities includes design.
development, procurement, production, training,
testing, and field support.
As used here, the term “technical performance” covers not only the engineering aspectsof a
weapon system but the contractor’s management of
resources (that is, costs) and subcontractors.
Managing technical performance, therefore, poses
some of the most demanding industrial management challenges to be found anywhere. Government managers are required to oversee industries
whose participants include some of the largest
firms in the country-firms
managed by experienced managers who are intimately familiar with
the defense acquisition process, as well as the
methods of estimating costs, measuring progress,
allocating overhead, calculating profits, and measuring the return on investment for high-tech
programs. Most of the problems that arise-cost
increases, schedule delays, and performance
shortfalls-cannot be solved simply through better
engineering, better forms of contracting, multiyear
procurement, or a demand for more prototypes.
Instead, solving these problems requires

TRAICIKTHEWSE

negotiations between bu)-er and providermonthly. weekly, and sometimes daily-in
situations requiring government managers to be
knowledgeable about the industries with which
rhev are working. experienced in the acquisition
process. and highly skilled in applying the tools of
industrial management, In the Army. the Navy,
and the Air Force. such managers are scarce.

The business-government
relationship
0

ver the course of a large acquisition program,
the relationship between a government program
office and its major contractor is necessarily close.
On most large engineering development programs,
fixed-price contracting is inappropriate; over the
past 25 years, DOD has found that fixed-price
contracts cannot substitute for-indeed the);
inhibit-the
week-to-week evaluations of progress,
correlations of cost and progress. and negotiations
of the thousands of changes proposed by both
government and contractor personnel during a
program’s development phase.
Although some commercial business management techniques are appropriate in this environment, many are not. Rlost commercial industrial
tirms manage by removing uncertainties in the
work to be performed. In the defense acquisition
environment, however, it is impossible to remove
man): uncertainties; in large development programs, they are inherent in the nature of the work.

Adversarial

relationships

If the relationship between government and
contractor is close, it is also complex. Some government managers deal with contractors as adversaries, failing to achieve the informal cooperation
so necessay between buyer and seller in any large
development program. In an adversarial
relationship, government managers have tried
to use fixed-price contracts (often dictated by
senior Pentagon officials) for engineering
development work where cost-reimbursement
contracts would be far more appropriate.
Others treat cost-reimbursement contracts as
fixed-price contracts, trying to enforce rigid task
statements when the work requires flexibilitv.

Partnership

BUYER

relationships

Other gov’ernment managers operate as little more
than partners with industr): They accept industry
estimates without question, apparently unaware of
the mixed motiv,es inherent in the buyer-seller
relationship. They share industrl;‘s goal of
producing technically excellent programs. but they
lose sight of the need for arm’+length. buyer-seller
negotiation on programs in which changes often
are made weekly, and sometimes even daily.
These government managers often feelmistakenly-that
“We know how much the
program should cost because that’s how much the
contractor spent. ” They are proud, as the)- should
be, of their products. But unlike their peers in
commercial business, they usually incur no penalr)
when programs exceed their original budgets.
hlanaging the defense acquisition process
effectively andefficiently requires that a balance
be struck between the adversarial and the pure
partnership approaches-a balance that produces
what I call the “wise buyer.” Achieving this balance requires skill in coping with the complexities
of the process; with frequent negotiations; and
with the marketing tactics that apply within go\.ernment, within industry, and between the two.
iVhat is called for is not an adversarial relationship
lilled with animosity, suspicion, and mistrust, but
(paraphrasing an American Bar Association report)
a business relationship characterized by rigorous,
informed bargaining and tenacious regard for the
best interests of one’s own side.’

How perceptions differ on
defense acquisition
People involved in defense acquisition in both
government and industry have verv different perceptions of the current condition of the acquisition
process. Some describe it as poorly managed and
plagued by serious problems; others see it as basically healthy These differing perceptions do not
reflect the conventional dichotomies of militar)
versus civilian or government versus industry.
Instead, they reflect differing views of the government’s basic role in managing the acquisition process.
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The liaison

manager

Some people in both go\.ernmenr and indust?
limit the job of go\.ernment program management
to promoting a program, preparing progress reports
and briefings. negotiating Mith officials at the Pentagon and LAous military commands. and
resolving technical conflicts benveen these organizations and contractors. They believe the
responsibility for cost control belongs solely co the
contractor. I call this the /jl/j.Tontnanager \,ieu,: it is
based on the belief that the defense industry is
part of the free enterprise system and is therefore
regulated by competition in the marketplace.

. I fatu Penrqotz ojicids have cz.sszuntdrhut the
cqu&ion
process cnn be mtzttczged effecrkedv 4)
people who hnzu /Me prrcricd rrrrinitzg or
e.vpetitw-e in indwtCz1 mnnrzgemenr. This
czssutnprion has prwed false.

The active manager
Others describe the program manager’s role more
correctly as one of planning and making key decisions associated with rigorous oversight of,
negotiation with, and control of the industrial firms
doing development and production work. The!
believe the responsibility for cost control belongs
to the program manager and the plant representative, as well as the contractor. They also believe
that significant cost reductions are often possible,
depending on the ability of government managers
to establish challenging cost incentives for contractors. I call this the acrive manager view; it is based
on the belief that the competitive forces of the
marketplace will not, by themselves, produce the
desired cost, schedule, and technical performance
accomplishments. In this uncertain environment,
the usual marketplace forces generally are frustrated by the contract changes that can be
expected to occur throughout the life of a program.
People holding the liaison manager view often
talk about cost control in managing programs but
fail to understand that rhe planning and the control
of large industrial programs are achieved neither by
proclamation nor by good intentions. They happen
only as the result of the careful analyses and tradeoffs associated with program and engineering
changes. The skills needed for these tasks require

i2
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intensi1.e practical training and eypcrience.
Those tvith the h&-on muttu,~et~I ic\j. belie\ e
government progrllm mana,gersdo not need years
of training and experience in industrial management. If the program manager is limited to
promoting the program, preparing progress reporr\.
and acting as technical liaison. then experience JS
a pilot, a tank commander. ~1ship captain, or an
engineer. and possibly 14 to 10 lveeks dt the
Defense Systems llanagement College. may be
sufficient. But to those who hold the r~iz~ n7unuyu
view, as I do, military experience and 10 weeks of
training are insufficient background for the job.

Acquisition

careers

H. drdl) sn)one doubts that most go\.ernment
acquisition managers and their staffs are intelligent, hard-working, and dedicated. The?
genuinely want weapon systems to meet performance standards and cost reasonable sums.
L-nfortunately though, at most lel-els of DODfrom program managers to presidential appointee5
in the Pentagon-those assigned to key acquisition
positions in recent years have often been seriousI\
unprepared for their jobs. The skills required to
manage the acquisition process effecti\.ely are
often outside the training and the expertise of
these otherwise capable and dedicated I.nder Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, senior militan
officers, and program managers.
During the past 25 years. many Pentagon officials ha1.eassumed that the acquisition process can
be managed effecci\,ely at any le\,el by generalists.
technology specialists, and military officers u hose
prima? training and experience are in combat
operations and who have little practical training or
experience in industrial management and only one
or t~vo acquisition assignments behind them. This
assumption has been proved false. Ob~~iously,a
program manager cannot be assigned as a lving
commander without )-ears of carefull) programmed
flight training and experience. By the same token,
J pilot cannot effectively manage a comples
industrial program without extensii,e experience
and carefully programmed assignments in acquisition, in business management. and in industrial
cost control.

TRAI\lCCTHEUISE

In a lYX6 study of defense acquisition. GAO
found that many government program managers
\vere simply not equipped to tackle the intricate
problems of M’eapons procurement. ’
Thi\ finding ux supported b> estensi1.e congressional testimony about the limited qualifications of program managers. During September
198-I Senate Armed Senices Committee hearings,
Sorman Augustine. Chairman Jnd Chief Executive Officer of the Alartin ylarietta Corporation and
former Under Secretary of the Army, was asked.
“In your \iew, do the people \ve put in positions of
managing these programs have the necessa? training and qualifications to do these jobs?” He
responded this way:
I lvould sav that in manv cases they rruthfulll;
don’t. [Ve ho much better than a-e did 10
years ago, but it is not uncommon for someone who has been commanding a ship at sea
or a division or squadron to suddenly be
placed in a position where the)- have the job
of overseeing the work of an industrial giant.
It is pretty tough to be equipped to do that
Lvhen one comes out of a militar)- operating
force. It would be much the same as caking
somebody like mvself and putting them in
charge of an air &ing; it u-ould be a terrible
mistake.
I think we would need much more training for
these people before ue put them on the tiring
line.-’
It is noteworthy that most militar) officers have
extensi1.eacudmi education and general service rraining. Besides a bachelor’sdegree. officers often acquire
further education through one-year assignmentsat midc3reer to the Command and Staff College or its equivalent. lIan)- offlcerj obtain master’sdegrees in one or
two years or through evening programs. Then, at the
grade of lieutenant colonel or commander, officers are
sent to the %r College for about one year.
But academic degrees rarely give them the industrial knowledge and skills they must have to cope with
the aggressivebusiness tactics of the acquisition process. Academic degrees are no substitute for more
practical training and practice in evaluating contractor
schedules, costs, and technical performance; in identifi;ing and negotiating solutions to day-to-day problems;
or in motivating the government and indusF personnel who manage large, complex programs. Vuch of
the acquisition training available to government managers is confined to intmductor)- descriptions of types
of contracts, regulations, reporting systems. and related

BC\IER

topics. Little time is spent pr&Xicing implementation.
using management tools, or testing the reasonableness
and \.alidity of data.
(liven little authoritv and insufficient background
to manage their pro,grJms,prognm managefi Jre o&n
reduced to functioning as briefing +Galisn and m;lrketinr managers, spending much of their time seeking
additional funds and continued support for their prognms. This i\ unreasonablefor militac otticers. It i\
not a prescription for high-qua@ management. no
matter hov. dedicated the personnel.
A retired lieuteenanrgenenl, formerI>-in charge of
a buying command, reflected on his experience:
There is a widely held belief in the senices
that the weapons acquisition process is a “secondary speciale” that anyone can learn. In
realiF, we need to create a program management career and a professional program
management organization. not half a career in
acquisition and half a career in operational
commands.
Several years ago, David Packard appeared hefore
the Senate Armed Services Committee and stated:
I belie1.e that each sen:ice should be rescructured to have two clearly defined and
separated career paths for the development of
officers. One should be to train men and
women as commanders of military forces. The
other would be to train men and women as
managers in procurement.
Xc the present time, officers often rorate back
and forth from military assignments to procurement and almost without exception,
project managers are not allowed co stay with
that program long enough to actually see it to
completion.”
Acquisition manage& careen should follow a path
comparable to those of Army brigade and division commanders. Air Force wing commanders, and .\a\? \f,ing
and ship commanders. These paths are centrally managed to ensure that all supervisorsare fully aware of
their career requirements. iyell-defined career paths
include training and practical experience, with successive ,assignmentsin the same field leading to positions
of progressivelygreater responsibiliy
The Air Force has developed a promising acquisition manager career program for nonrated officers that
is a good start at what needs to be done. The Na\?;
follows a centralized approach through its Weapon Syrterns Acquisition Management (%%\I) and \Iarerial
Professional(41P) programs, but for unrestricted line
o&en, these fall far short of their stated goal. The
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Army \ Iateriel Acquisition llanagemenc (1 L-LLI) program. begun in 1983, lack5 cenrnl control and
authorit\- and pro\.ides too little [raining and practical
experience too late in .ti)- careers.
If the Army and the Sa\?. continue their current
przcciceof managing the acquisition processwith combat arms otyKers \vho are 11 to 15 years into their
careersbefore they enter the program and are then
given a t.ery broad array of assignments in supply
maintenance, procurement. contracting, and deployment. it is high]!- unlikely that these officers will
master the specific tasks required for them to be wellqualified program managers.
Although the 2%week Defense Systems hlanagement College program is an important first step in

Progmm munagefl are often reduced to firnctioning
czs briefing specidists ~2nd murketing mcuqgers.
spending much of their time seeking ndditionfzlfi/nds
and r-ontinued support for their progrczms.

training acquisition managersand their staffs, much
more must be done to achieve an acceptable level of
performance. The current policy limits this training to
138 days becauseof regulations concerning movingexpense reimbursement. \Yhen one compares moving
expenseswith the potential savings of billions of dollars
annually from improved management in the acquisition process, moving expenses seem rather trivial.
Future acquisition managersshould be required to
complete a program of at least one full year of practical
training in industrial management, designed to develop
a familiarity with the acquisition processand the prob
lems that can be expected to occuc The training
should include hundreds of examples of the daily
dilemmas acquisition managersencounter, and should
explore the strengths and weaknessesof the altemarives for dealing with the dilemmas. Instructoorsshould
be skilled in conducting interactive sessionsand have
current practical knowledge of the field.
The program should be designed to build the
“wise buyer” skills, stressinganalysis and decisionmaking. and employing simulation exercises. roleplaying, and case studies. An internship in a program
management office should precede and follow the oneyear practical training program: carefully chosen pnr
gram managerscould serve as supervisors. Favorable
results from such a program need not be years away
If the Pentagon were to begin now, it could produce
major improvements in two years.
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Acquisition executi\.es and senior officers it rhe
.ti>; Sa\y and Air Force acquisition commands
should har.e many yeaF;of experience on large ;Ic(lui\irion prognms. Once selected for these positions. [he\should have sole responsibili5 for materiel acquisition
dnd penonnel recruitment. selection. and assignmenn.
Sttparating these responsibilities would merely perpetuate the problems of the past three decltdes.
One might ask: If program managersJnd rheir
superiors are assignedto acquisition career fields, who
n-ill bring the necessaryoperational knowledge and
perspective to the program office? I see no redsoncombat arms officers cannot perform that function as the)
have in the pdSt. One or more should be assignedto
each major program office-but not as program managers responsible for o\rerseeing,negotiating tvith. and
controlling contractors.A program manager o\-eaeeing
the development and the production of J new manned
satellite system does not need several years’esperiencc
as an astronaut. but the manager should undentand
the astronaut’sneeds and ha\,e accessto experienced
astronautsfamiliar with operational requirements.

Incentives for industry
and government
T

he P encagon’s acquisition programs customaril!
grant rewards and impose penalties that are the
reverse of what thev should be. Contractors are
often rewarded for higher-than-planned program
costs with contributions to overhead, increased
sales, and profits. And government managers are
often ren-arded for placing a higher priorir) on
gaining congressional approval to begin a ne\f
M’eapon program (or to obtain additional funding
for one already under way) than on controlling the
costs of existing programs.
The acquisition cost problems encountered in
the 1970s and the 1980s have not been aberrations:
they have been the result of many government and
indust participants reacting in perfect accord
with the rewards and penalties built into the acquisition process. More fixed-price contracts. better
planning and reporting systems. improl.ed cost
estimating systems, change-control s)-stems, and
multiyear contracts have little likelihood of success
unless government managers and contractors are
rewarded for quality performance at louver cost.

TR.AlhlhC THE WISE BUYER

O\.er the past three decades, the failure to
establish more appropriate contr;Ictor incentives
has crippled most DOD impro\.emenr programs. If
the acquisition process is to run efficiently. it
should be structured so chat contractors have a reasonable opportuniF to earn returns comparable co
commercial returns, without undermining gol’ernment program objectit,es. 11.hen contractors
perform \vell, government managers should be
able to reward that performance with improved
opportunities for future defense business. On the
other hand, when contractors fail to meet contract
terms, government managers must be sufficiently
trained, experienced, motivated. and supported CO
identify and report inadequate performance and to
take corrective actions-including
penalties and
contract termination where appropriate. Pentagon
officials at all levels must be prepared to support
this kind of responsible management and to demonstrate that support to the Congress.

The value of incentives
M an): in government

and industc .z~antto
improve the acquisition process. But it is unrealistic to expect any lasting improvement unless major
changes are made in management skills and unless
more appropriate incentives and disincentives are
established and enforced. For example:
Cnless changes are made in the current practice
of waiving training requirements and offering only
short training courses that cover only introductory
subjects rather than important subjects in depth, it
is unrealistic to expect the capabilities of acquisition managers to improve.

l

.

Unless changes are made in militae careers that
now provide few opportunities beyond age 4.5 or
50, military officers can be expected to seek second careers in the defense industry.
Unless changes are made in a militar)l personnel
system that makes short-term assignments necessay for military officers to acquire the number
and the variety of assignments needed for promotion, improved continuiq in defense program
offices is unlikely.
l

Q’ithout genuine promotion opportunities for
individuals
who make the difficult decisions
associated with successful negotiating and wise

l

buying. the government cannot be expected to
retain enough experienced program managers able
to do much more than the routine tasks of promoting their programs, preparing progress reports, and
conducting briefings.
L7nlesschanges are made in the current profit
system that demands higher costs as a prerequisite
for higher profits, it is futile to expect lower
program costs.

l

cnless changes are made in a contractor source
selection process that gives a significant admncage
to those who make optimistically low cost escimates, it is useless to discuss realistic contractor
proposals. Criteria for evaluating source selection
must give far more weight to cost realism and the
contractor’s record of past performance.

l

There will be no lasting improvements in the
defense acquisition process until militap commanders, beginning with the chiefs of the arious
services, are sufficiently unhappy with the high
cost of weapons and equipment chat they will
make the changes. Until steps are taken to create
and retain the necessary management skills among
acquisition personnel, it makes little difference
what other acquisition reforms are tried.
The mandate for change must come from the
top; only then can improvements take place. \lilitary and civilian leaders in DOD will need to be
unambiguous in declaring the steps to be taken to
improve management of the acquisition process.
They will also need to be persistent in following
up to ensure that the changes take place. Pentagon
personnel at all levels must be committed to
achieving higher quality products at lower cost.
hlinor adjustments or corrections to the present
system will not accomplish this vital job. l
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As part of its focus on the defense acquisition systern, the GAO Journal irxitedformer
I”nder
Secretaq of the =Irmy, James R. Ambrose to share
his perspectkes with Its readers. The &deranging interziezz .was held -August 8, 1989; the
urcompanying text, which focuses on how the
Pentagon determines its weapon system requirements, is a condensation.
Partiripating on behalf of the GriO Journal
a>ereComfitroller General Char/es A. Bowsher:
Frank Coiahan, =Issistant Comptroler General,
,Vationai Securizy and International riffairs
Division 1:V:SIAD); Paul .tlath, Director of the
Research, Development, dcquisition. and
Procurement Issue z4rea in LVSl.4D; and
Richard A. Davis, Director of the .4rmy Issue
,-bea in :\:SI=l D .
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OWSHER: A few years ago, the Packard Commission recommended tht
creation of an Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition. The first two me
to till that post left it with a certain amount of dissatisfaction. Is “.\cquisitions Czar” a job any reasonable person would want?
.UlBROSE: Probably not. For one thing, the task of imposing effective
management from on high is probably impossible in a system the size of the
defense acquisitions program. Thert are just too many programs to manage.
You need good people up and down the line-not just at the top-and
they’ve all got to be working toward the same goals and be willing to pro\-id,
you with accurate, trustworthy information. That’s tough to get. For another
thing, no matter how many mechanisms are at your disposal to do things
methodically on the programmatic side, you’re still at the mercy of the budget process come the fall of each year. Even if the budget process occurred
every other year-or even every 10 years-you’d still have to deal with a budget process separate from programmatic planning, and you’d still find people
visiting and revisiting the budget after you thought it had been locked in.
People will say to you, “We appointed you czar, now why aren’t you per
forming like a czar.“’ But real czars had a lot more authority than these socalled ones.

H()\\!+IER:
LYouldn’t yu sq that if fundamental impro\cments are to
occur in the acquisitions process. the)- ~vill hinge on adjustments to our o\.erall Jpproach to defense?
UIBROSE: Certainly. l‘he \trateg:) issue i3 \\.hat underlies the whole
defense acquisitions mess. Our underI>-ing defense strateg)- is \uch that to
fund it adequately \vouId be unimaginably espensi1.e. Nobody at the Joint
(:hiefs of Staff (JCS), for instance. is ready to drop the \Torld \\.ar II perbpecti1.e and question the need for as many Army di\.isions or tactical fighter
\\,ings or carrier battle groups as Lve’re supposed to hs\,e. The real cost of
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equipping these forces properlv would be so great that no one*s got the guts
to ask for what they really need. So, instead of making choices. Eve spread
the money around inefficiently, ev-en vvastefully. It’s a simple case
of mismanagement.
JLATH: \\‘ith the service cultures--r\rmv.
Nat.?. .-\ir Force, \larine C:orpsso deeply entrenched at the Pentagon, hou. do we get Defense to rn0v.e
beyond parochial concerns and deal with the issue of affordability! \Vho
ought to determine weapon requirements and how should they do it-on the
basis of missions? Scenarios? Or should we just continue to allocate money to
the services and let them push for the programs they say they need?
XhlBROSE: IVeil, I think that if you start with a focus on the outcome of
particular procurement programs, you’re entering the process much too late.
The driving forces behind these programs are the decisions made at a i.er)
basic level, such as whether you even need strategic bombers at all, or
whether you intend to keep fighting wars with tanks. or whether !.ou’re
going to continue to support Europe with forces that are stationed there dnd
others that are supposed to be transported there on 10 or 15 davs’ notice. lou
can’t really accuse the services of gold-plating or of asking for stuff they don’t
need when they’re being driven by a set of underlying doctrines about xvhat
we’re supposed to be able to do and how we’re supposed to do it. How man\
wars, for instance, should our armed forces be prepared to fight simultaneously? The prescription itself keeps changing.
Defense doctrine needs to be set in the context of the whole
government-the
whole society. really-so it can’t be handled solely by the
uniformed services. But the doctrines already in place are what drive the
services in determining their weapons requirements. That determination
then gets put in the hands of operational people-people
who were soldiers
or fliers or whatever. Their experience in the field leads them quite naturalb
to go after weapons that promise to be better than what they’ve already used
Very few of these operational people are inspired enough or motivated
enough to fight for a change in the underlying doctrine. What they worry
about is whether the Russians have a bigger tank in the works and whether
we’ll need a bigger one than theirs. It’s impossible to get these people to
reconsider whether we need tanks at all.

I8
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C:ON.-\H.XS: I guess what you’re saving is that vt’e need a more realistic
assessment of what our basic defense goals and needs are.
AXLBROSE: That’s right. I think the 1990-199-l five-year Defense spending
plan totals something like $1.6 trillion. but you could debate all da); just ho\\
realistic the plan is from a funding standpoint and in terms of national
security strategy
BOGSHER: Do you see some kind of opportunity opening up, based on the
combination of things happening-the
possibility of a Russian pull-back, the
budget deficits-to
take a fundamental look at our defense strategy!

UlBROSE:
There’s an opportunity there, sure. That opportunity was lacking in the early years of the Reagan administration when the defense budget
was
booming. The atmosphere wasn’t one in which you could get people to
slow down and think this thing through. But it’s just like growth projections
for business enterprises: 25 percent a year is not sustainable for very long.
Sow that the boom is behind us. it’s time to do some rethinking.
Cnfortunatelv-although
there have been exceptions-most
doctrinal
changes at Defense have come out of the ashes of disasters, not out of deliberate, beforehand analysis and planning.
D.AL’IS: Turning for a moment to the products themselves-the
weaponry
developed and produced through the defense acquisition process-do you
think the process has produced a situation that jeopardizes our armed forces?
AhlBROSE: Not at all. I think there’s a common misconception about the
general quality of the arms we’re acquiring. I’m not saying there are no problems or outright failures, but I think these are often overstated by people
who want to make a case for cancelling some systems in order to move the
funding to other systems, or who would simply like to see the overall defense
budget reduced and the dollars spent elsewhere. hlost of the weaponry we’re
getting today in terms of its reliability and usefulness, is far better than what
we got in the past. And as far as I can judge, it’s more suitable to its intended
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purposes as mell. Ii) go tuck. for in4unce. Coa “less coniplic~ced. more reli.~hlc” \I-60 tank inhteud of sticking virh the “o\-rrcomplicatcd.
It’\\ reliable”
Jl-I ~.ould be 3 trugrd!.. I-‘mm a materiel standpoint. \\ hat \\e’\-c <or i\ .L Ior
better than lvhat we hJd: u hether you v in a war \\.ith it. of course. depends
on J lot of ocher factor5 that come into plab- in axrtime.
I>.\\~lS: \\.e at G.\O take the Juditors’ perspective. ofcoursc. \\‘c’ll go our
Jnd look at 15hat the performance requirements arc for J system. end rhen
look at some of the te\t results. and UY’II find the sytcm doesn’t mca\ure
up. And then \ve hear people at the Pcntaron saying that it doesn’t much
matter. L1.ehear comments like. “‘I’his sysrem ma) not test out &ISwell a\ it‘\
supposed to. but it’s a heck of a lot better than M.hat \ve’\ e got out in the
field today. So u.hy not proceed with it. anyway!”
.-\\IBROSE: The t\vo perspectives aren’t chat much at odds. l-or the Juditor.
internal consistency is the rule to live by But for officers out there in the
field, it’s performance during wwtime that counts. I.nfortunatel\-. under the
current acquisition system 1f.e call for performance specifications that are onI\
realistic for \Tzapons nhen they aren’t actually inl.ol\xd in a battle. ‘I‘his has
something to do with the way the ser\,ices have to pIa\- adwcatc in order to
get uhat they need. One of the problems is that, under the present xquisicion system, we build in higher standards than Eve really need to achieve. If
you’re going to sell a program both within the Defense Department and up
on the Hill, you’ve got to shoot for a prospecti\,e u’eapon system that appear\
to be a quantum leap beyond the old one. But for purposes of getting the
adl,antage in warfare, a small improvement may be enough to get the job
done. 1Ve end up imposing greater performance demands than \ve realI!
need. If )-ou do that, then you drive up technical difficulties and costs.
But-to bring up tanks once again-say you’re dealing with the capabilities and performance of the 11-l. You’re still bogged down \.vith
considerarions of that single tank. as though wars xvere fought with indi\.idual
weapon systems rather than with multiple systems acting in conjunction
under real-life fighting situations.
LIATH: Then you don’t think it’s a good idea to let each of the services
determine its own requirements.
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XLIBROSE: Sot if the)- continue to do so independently. 4s I said. things
are set up so that the sen.ices decide tvhat they need. Then they argue their
case \vith the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). But not only does
this generate requirements that are single-serx ice oriented-there
being no
fvax- to be a general in the Arm); for instance. and ad\-ocate that xve reall!need more bombers and to heck tvith tanks-but tvithin each service there
are groups that have their own parochial I.ie\v. \Vithin the Air Force, for
instance, it’s always the fighter department F’ersus the bomber department.
CONL\HXN: It doesn’t sound as if there’s some umbrella group in Defense
to do the forward-looking, innovative thinking regarding strategy or missions.
UIBROSE:
There isn’t. And there’s certainly none in position to get new
ideas accepted. The Congress provides the funds and gets involved all ol’er
the place during the acquisition process, but it doesn’t decide strategic matters. It has no mechanism for strategic thinking, which is just as lvell: \bu’d
ha\.e a rival Defense Department, which I don’t think would be a good idea.
Now, the Joint Chiefs were created with the idea that we needed a single strategic plan. The body that’s evolved, though, is not Lvhat tvas
intended. It concentrates on operational matters rather than strategic ones. It
doesn’t face up to the redefinition of roles and missions-whether.
say. the
function of the hIarine Corps might be better achieved b>- the Army, or
whether the reserve component of the Army is adequate to the Arm>.‘s
requirements. The JCS has abdicated to OSD some of its intended role-a
role that OSD isn’t really prepared to fill. OSD tends to be filled Tvith staff
types who have no great background in military matters. \Iany of them ha\,e
been in the services, but I don’t believe man); have commanded higherechelon units. The); tend to be budget-oriented, paper-oriented, bureaucratic. Things move awfully slowly over there. Of course-as I may have
implied before-you can wait a long time for significant innovations co occur
anyohve at the Pentagon. The changes \ve need to see are at the deepest and
broadest levels of strategic planning, and for that you’ll probably have to wait
longest of all. l
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AMERICA'S
OVERCROWDE
PRISONS
Defining the Problem

James H. Buroa~ @ Carl I: Trisler

A

5 w Jr-w. 1989, about 49.500 people Lvere confined in federally run prison,
designed to house 31,100. In other words, these prisons bvere operating it
k59percent over their official capacity. It is expected that, bb- 1995. the federal
prison system will have to house 94,000 inmates-about 90 percent more than
the current number. (The information presented here is drawn from a forthcorn
ing GAO report on federal, militar); and state prison populations.)
Overcrowding is a serious problem at the state le\,el as well. nith the 01ercapacity rate at about 23 percent. State prison populations are also expected to
grou: Lk-ginia projects a doubling of its prison population by 1995: California
expects to have over 136,000 prisoners by 1994. up from approximately X3.000 .
present. In some states, growth in prison populations is expected to be e\.en
more dramatic than at the federal level.
L5’hy has there been such a steep rise in the prison population? \Yhy are
experts predicting further increases?
On the federal level, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. the
.\nri-Drug Abuse Acts of 1986 and 1988. and the sentencing guidelines established in 1987 by the U.S. Sentencing Commission changed sentencing
practices so that more offenders would be incarcerated and certain cpes of
offenders uould be required to sen.e much longer sentences than formerI\- was
the case. Arrests and convictions in the war on drugs, especially at the state
level, have also increased prison populations.
Demographic trends are another factor. Prison populations Fpically hvr.e .I
high proportion of IO-to-45)-ear-olds. Incarceration rates began to rise in the
early 197Os, as the number of people between 20 and -I5 increased. These
trends are expected to abate in the 1990s but then resume after the turn of the
century as the children of the baby-boom generation reach adulthood.
Beyond these specific causes lies a shift in corrections philosophy or.er the
last nvo decades. Once, prisons were seen as a means of rehabilitating offender
J.-tMES H. BI’ROW’is an =Icsistant Dirpcror omf Cd4RL 7: TRISLER is NN r,duut~j
in t/w .khzinistration of Justice issue area in GAO; General Gv,,ernment Dkision.
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50 that the\ COLIICIbe returned to the communin. Experimental studies In the
1970s. ho\re\er. did not wpport this rehabilitation model. ‘Ma); one aim of
criminal ju>cice svstems is simply to prelvnt dangerous offenders from cJLlsin,q
more harm to socier). by purtine rhem behind bars: to incapacitate them.
(11crcro\\ ded prisons can do this, but at a price. A5 prisons olw+ill. fwilitie\
:~nd program, are put under strain. The likelihood of \.iolence incrca\es. making
prisoners and staff subject to hweater danger. Finally. courts sometimes react to
these problems by wttin, 0 a cap on the prison population. ‘l‘hiy may result in
Carl\- releare progrllms-th\\arting
the original objecti\.es of sentencing guidelines. J\ ijell as attempts to incapacitate offenders.
Building more prisons would sol1.e the of.ercrouding problem. but new
prawns .trc expensi\.e. Current plans for federal prison consrruction call for outIa!> of about $1.8 billion to double the current prison capaci?. 1tt gi\.en the
projected increases in the prison population, e\.en this sum would merely lo\\w
rhe owrcron-ding rate, not eliminate it; eliminating o\,ercro\vding ~.ould cost
I~LIII) more billions. Alternatives to traditional incarceration, such as probation
I\ ith \ ging degrees of supervision. electronically monitored home detention,
IIOLIX Jrrest. prison hoot camps. and other innovative programs. are being used
in wme states. hut their use is controversial and is still under study.
‘I’hc C.10 JOUIY~ asked leading criminal justice researchers and pracricioncrs u hat they thought should he done about prison o\,ercro\vding. Their
answers suggest the range of viexvs on this important issue.

Li

We cannot afford to
incarcerate everyone who
breaks the law.”
\ ~:KI\IE H.IS become one of the major issues in this country, a consensus
has developed among the American people-and their legislators-that
lafvhreakers should face harsher punishments than they ha\.e in the recent past.
In most cases, this means incarceration. and long periods of it at that.
‘I%is attitude seems reasonable when one considers the soaring crime rates
Jffecting all parts of the nation. At the same time, however, the American public needs to be made aware that harsher punishments take a set’ere toll in the
form of o~,ercrowded prisons and jails. The 1988 prison inmate total \vas more
than price the 1980 total. Some state prisons are so crowded that offenders sentenced to them are instead having to be held in local jails.
Correctional personnel who want to ease overcrowding and improve Ii\-ing
conditions in their facilities often find a strong ally in federal court orders that
mandate limits on inmate populations. Stiff fines may be imposed on state and
local governments that violate these orders. Lvith thousands of dollars being
charged for each day that prison populations exceed the court-established limits.
But often such a scenario simply results in a shouting match between federal
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courts and state or local go\.ernments: (:orrecrional officials ,w caught in the
middle. and little or no progress is made on prison overcrokvdinz.
\\-hat can he done? Do \ve need to continue building new prisons and jail\!
1&--they are expensi\,e hut necessam. ‘let w’e. as a socie5, must Aso come to
grips \vith the realization that more prisons and jails will not noticeably cut the
rising crime rate. Otkously someone \f.ho rapes. maims, or murders must be
wnt co a high-securin prison for a ven- long time. Still. lie cannot Jfforcl to
incarcerate ere?one who breaks the la~v.
According to a Justice Department study released last year, more than d
third of state prison inmates are under conviction for nonviolent properr)’ crimes
Jnd drug violations. Such crimes are by no means trivial and should be punished. hut incarceration may not be the best uay It does not make sense.
economicallv or morally. to spend $16,000 or more per year to lock up someone
convicted of a nonviolent crime.
\Yhile it may be politically impossible to reduce incarceration le\-els b)- oncthird, legislation that authorizes alternatives to imprisonment for certain nonI iolent crimes could significantly reduce the soaring rates of incJrcerdtion ,md
thereby alleviate prison crowding. Because prison and jail 5pace is limited. it
should be resewed for those awaiting trial for crimes of violence. those con\.icted of violent crimes, organized crime figures, and habitual offenders. All
others, including some drug offenders. should be assigned to community contrnl
programs. Such programs are far less expensive than incarceration and also permit nomiolent offenders to repay their debt to society as \vorking, taxpaying
members of their communities. Excessive reliance on incarceration is too costI\
to continue-both
financially and, given the overcrowding that exists. from the
standpoint of basic decency.

“Effective and principled
punishment of criminals
requires . . . a range of
punishments between
prison and probation. ”

P

KISOSSIN THE United Srates are overcrowded, certainly; but probation in
America’s crime-ridden cities is even more overcrowded. The truth of the
first statement is generally welt-appreciated. But only those with some understanding of the criminal justice system seem to appreciate the devastating
effects of loading 200 or more cases onto one probation officer-a quite common
occurrence in some cities. Probation often becomes merely a token punishment,
allowing the judge to appear to be doing something when actually nothing is
being done.
.\7lRI2L ‘CI0RRI.S is Professor of Law and CtYminology at the I j2iversin of C.Ihi~go.
The ideas presenled here are futder dae/opea’ in Between Prison und Probutiott , b
.VOIY~U/lWorrirS and Michuee/ Tong to be published b O.Tford I ‘ni~ersi~ Pre3.sitt Jrm~rut7: f990.
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E\wntially, \ve are both too lenient .md too xwrc \vith con\ icred
offenders-too lenient \vith many on probacion \I ho should be subject to tighter
controls in the communin; and too severe with many in prison Jnd jail who. if
under adequate supen.ision. UOLII~ present communities u ith no seriou\ rhreat.
Effecci1.e and principled punishment of con1 icted criminals requires the applic:irion of ,I range of punishments henveen prison end probation. Imprisonment i\
now uwd escessi\.el), probation clen more escessi\-el\: Henvecn the two ix a
spectrum of intermediate punishments that xe hardIy ~~seciAt all.
If ve Jre to de\-ise a comprehensi\.e and principled punishment system that
,I\ oidj excessive reliance on incarceration, ue must pursue nvo lines of xtion:
First. these intermediate punishments-by nhich 1 mean tines, house
.lrrc\t, intensi1.e probation. restrictions placed on residence and mol~ement
(sometimes enforced by electronic monitoring). compulso? addiction treatment
programs. communir)- sen ice orders-must cease to be scattered and random
csperiments, as they now are. They must become an integral and major part of
Eden. jurisdiction’s punishment system. This will require the allocation of ade~~uaceresources-ttrllined personnel and communin-based facilities.
Second. sentencing guideline systems, u.hether statuton- or i-oluncar); will
haw to incorporate these intermediate punishments into a comprehensii.e grid
of \anctions instead of resorting to them as occasional leniencies, as commonI>
occurs now.
Such sentencing systems incorporating enforced ir,termediare punishments
are still in the earliest stages of development. But there is no doubt that the?
could become important parts of the I-.S. criminal justice system.

“A judicious use of
intermediate sanctions can
free up prison space for
violent offenders. ”

Joan Petersilia

ORE ,ASLI\IOKE states are experimenting with programs that provide alterxxi\-es to prison sentences. Not long ago, public demands to “get tough
on crime” would have made such experiments politically unthinkable. But in
the fxe of severe prison overcrowding and the high cost of building new fixilities. taxpayers have become more lvilling to consider lower-cost alternatives to
incarceration-as long as they control and punish criminals appropriately.
?rlost of these programs are “communiy-based,” hut they differ from traditional probation in important ways. The convicted criminal remains in the
community under close sunreillance and strict conditions intended to prevent
further crimes. Programs range from intensively supervised probation to elec-
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rronically monitored house arrest to short-term “shock” imprisonment in bootcamp-n’pe facilities followed by strict probation regimens. In most cow>.
cjffenders are required to hold jobs (or go to school). perform public sen ice. and
pa! monerary compensation to their i.ictims.
SJrional interest in de\.elopin g such intermediate cJnctions has been phenomenal. In I%%. there v.ere only NO electronicall!. monitored house arrest
programs; coda); there are more than 50. Sot onl!- can house Jrrest Jnd other
alcernatiw programs punish the offender dnd protect the community. but the\
are also much cheaper than traditional incarceration. IXrect cw,t\ for house
arrest rllnge from $5.000 to 58,000 3 year-about $10.000 less than annual
per-inmate prison costs. Since program participants Lrork. the)- pay state and
local ~SXS. .md may pay supenision fees as v-ell. Furthermore. the state dot\
not har.e to make the welfare payments that often go to inmates’ fJmilie<.
In addition, when properly used, alternative programs seem to do a better
job of controlling crime. Fe\ver than IO percent of offenders in alternati\-e programs have committed new crimes-and most of these were misdemeanors.
The recidivism rate for regular probationers and released prisoners. on the other
hand, is about 50 percent.
There is no evidence that these programs could safely handle violent
offenders. llost of them limit participation to properK offenders \vith minor
criminal records, which undoubtedly helps explain the low arrest rJte\. Still,
more than half of all prison admissions nationwide are for property or public
order offenses; therefore a judicious use of the intermediate unctions can free
LIP prison space for violent offenders.
Although causal connections have never been prol.ed. criminal behat,ior is
related to unemployment and substance abuse. This may be another cause for
the success rate of alternatii,e programs: Offenders who remain in the community are gi\.en a chance at stable employment. According to evidence from
programs in Georgia, New Jersey and Oregon, most of the offenders n.ho got
jobs during intensive supervision kept them afterward.
These programs have their critics-particularly
victims’ rights groups, such
as .\Iothers Against Drunk Driving--n.ho protest that communiy-based sentences are too light for serious offenders and that incarceration is the more harsh
and therefore more appropriate punishment. Ironically, offenders do not Ara\s
seem to regard alternative punishments as more lenient and more desirable than
imprisonment. Given a choice between a period of intensive suneillance in the
communic)- or a shorter term in prison, many choose prison. In one Oregon progrum. for example, half of the eligible offenders opted for incarceration rsrher
than the alternative.
These alternative programs may simply serve as quick fixes to prison owzrcro\vding, or they may herald a fundamental change in sentencing options. The
country is long overdue for such a change, and even if these programs begin as
stopgap measures, they provide a singular opportunity to start reshaping the
nation’s corrections philosophy. It would be a shame to lose this opportunit),
because these programs were not fully tested or fully understood by the public.
For if the programs fulfill their early promise, we will have found more than a
short-term response to prison crowding: We will have begun to shape a new, less
costly, more humane, and more effective approach to reducing crime.
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“One of the first steps
would be to rescind all
mandatory minimum
sentencing laws. ”
\I.: ILAW: IJKORLE\Iwith the criminal justice system today i4 that a\.,lilable
sanctions are b>- and large limited to either meaningless probation or
imprisonment. \Yhat is needed is a continuum of alternatives: fines, intensil e
\~lpen ision on probation or parole, house arrest using electronic monitoring y\terns. stork release programs, short-term incarceration in boot camp situations.
and many orhers that ha1.e been proposed.
\Yith such a continuum. a jurisdiction could exercise flexible control o\.er its
convicted offenders, holding those who are tnost dangerous to the communin
in the maximum-securin prison, lvhile leaving free in the communip those
u ho committed relatively minor offenses and who ha\-e little risk of recidiGsm.
Others could be assigned to the intermediate sanctions.
To be sure, it would be necessa? as part of this program to ha1.e a more
careful system of monitoring offenderi behavior in these various control situations. As offenders demonstrated that they lvere functioning Lvell. the lei-el of
control could be diminished; con\,ersely, as they shelved themselves to be unreliable, the level of control could be increased.
One means of such monitoring could be urinalysis. The National Institute
of Justice’s Drug L-se Forecasting program has shown that 50 to 75 percent of
arresrees have been detected as drug-positive through urinalysis. Since drug
in!-ol\.ement has so consistently indicated probable criminal inl,oh.ement, a positiw urinalysis could be a basis for tightening control over a particular offender,
\r,hile consistenti), clean urine could be one basis for loosening the control.
There is no question that drug abuse is one of the most serious issues facing the I-nited States. American citizens have been insistent in calling on
political leaders to do something about the drug problem. In the absence of
other solutions, politicians’ natural response has been to crack do\vn on drug
sellers by cranking up sanctions, requiring mandate? minimum sentences and
increasing the length of those sentences. But \ve have to recognize that sentences are likely to have no effect on drug trafficking.
In this situation, we must seek ways to limit the political gain that can be
gotten bv increasing sanctions. One of the first steps would be to rescind all
mandatory minimum sentencing laws. These are often an unreasonable imposition on judicial discretion, since they have to be applied even uhen they are
clearI>- inappropriate.
\i’e should also require our legislatures to prepare prison-impact statements
for any proposed sentencing legislation. 3lost legislatures require a fiscal-impact
jcatement for legislation involving budgeta? commitments. There is no less
need for a comparable evaluation of a proposed law’s impact on a resource that
ma!. be r.iewed as er’en more scarce than money-prison capacity

0
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(:onsiderations of prison capacin should .1ls0 be rccluircd of \cnrcnc~n<
commissions. So far, only \linnesotu’s has taken wriousl~. the rcjpon\kl,ilit\ to
match wntencing schedule u Ith araildble qwcity .mci that \mtc’b prismpopulation ,growth rate has been among chr wiL&w. .It a minimum, .111intenting commissions should be obliged to reporr the prison-capaci? irnplic.~n,~lr~
of their schedules and to ask the legislature to pro\ ide addition,~l c,lplcit!- if
needed. And as the\- consider chan,ging a current schedule. the\ should be
rrcluired to indicate the .mticipatcd impact on prison population\.
lone of these approache\ I! ill solw the prison crowdint: problem in the
,hort run. O\.er the next decade. the shift in the age distribution ro~~.~rcl.~n
older population should help ease the situation-but the cli\tribution I\ ill \hift
buck after the turn of the centur). In the longer run. changes in the Jemo,-CrrJphic Jnd socioeconomic composition of the U.S. population \I ill introduce
nc\r. pressures on the prison system. ‘The number of “echo boomers“-the ch~ldren of the “baby boomer<‘-began increasing in 1977. \Iore than 10 percent (I!
them w-z growing up in below-poverr?; single-parent household\. ~I’hcsc indi\ ICI
~1s \vill probably begin adding to the nation’s crime problem during t-he IWO\.
v.hile chev are in the epically high-crime mid-teen !wrs. and the\ u ill c\accrbate the prison problem in the follo\ving decade \f.hrn the!- reJch their miclnsrncies. the age at which they are most likely to be imprisoned. \\c rn,~?be
able to counteract this next tvave. but to do so lvould require ~1major comm~rment of new resources to improve the education and services a~ail~ble to
.Imerica’s youth. So far, we ha\-e not seen that kind of commitment cmrrce
from a political process that restrains the planning horizon to the next election.

LL

Criminal justice systems
. . . are building more
prisons today because they
have explored the other
options and found them
unsatisfactory. ”

P

EOPLB\\x\T \IOKE offenders incarcerated for longer term\ not w much
because the)- want retribution but because they want to feel safe. ‘The!vant to feel safe in their communities and they avant to feel safe in their
schools. Prisons seem to them a sure means of gaining that safec. Hut crondcd
prisons are a sign that the demand for prison space esceeds the suppl?. \Yhat
options ha1.eoffkials considered for narrowing this dsmand/suppl> ~;1p.’
One option has been increased supenision in the communir]l: In order to
further reduce their demand for prisons, people M.ould ha7.eto be con\ inccd
that offenders can remain within the community at little risk to public safety.
But 2.4 million offenders ha1.ealready been placed in the communi~ -double
the 1W population. It is hard to argue that still more releases can be saft-.
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Officials hs1.e also explored punishmenn benwen probation and priwn.
vI‘hese alternatives-house arrest, intensi\.e probation super\ ision. and “boot
camps”-primarily
target nonviolent offenders headed for their first continrment. I,rss than 1 percent of the correctional population is now in alternatiw
programs. and even if the programs Ivere to be expanded. they would not likeI>
r&r in more than the one in 31 prisoners who are tirsc-contkcion non! iolent
offenders. At best, the alternatives can offer only marginal relief.
This is the conclusion prison officials and criminal justice systems ha\.e
reached over the past 10 years. They avz building more prisons today because
they ha\.e explored the other oprions and found them unsutisfxto~. I‘hey recognize that there is a strong public concern for safety and limited means of
prwiding rhat safer): Recent drug enforcement efforts ha\-e escalated the
demand for prisons and dramatically increased prison cro\f.ding. As J result.
there is now a pressing need to respond quickI!- and rationally to the demand
for prisons.
[Vhat is needed in confinement policy is a different kind of management. a
management that anticipates expansion and makes sure chat resources xe committed Lvhen the); are needed. The responsihilitl; for such management rests
\\.ich all branches of government, not just the criminal justice system. Ixgislati\,e. executive, and judicial branches must Lvork together if the gap benteen
supply and demand for prisons is to be closed.
Governments need to establish permanent planning commissions thx can
lvorli to coordinate judicial and legislative processes and eliminate crisis atmospheres. These commissions would formulate and guide confinement policy
Specifically, they would develop population and capacity projections. estimate
population and budgetary impacts of proposed changes in senrencing structure.
and propose programs consistent with those estimates. They would also monitor
time sen,ed by offenders and evaluate communir)--based supenision.
Such a broadening of the “ownership” of confinement policy is essential if
u-e are to have more sober and long-range thinking on this issue.

LL

None of the current
responses addresses what is
causing prison overcrowding: changed sentencing practices . . . and
the so-called‘war on drugs.’”

Akin J. Bronstein
F.AK THERE
have been three responses to prison overcrowding at the sr;lte
and federal lef.el.
Prison constmction.
Large states like California are spending billions of
dollars on new prison space, and President Bush has called for $1 billion in new
federal prison construction, a threefold increase in planned spending.
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But in light of projected increase\ in priwn populations, rhea c~lxm\ii~n \\ 111
ha\c no impact on cnxrcrowding in the federal s!-4tem. L\ hich, .~ccordtnl: to ticurc\ from the Hureau of Justice Statistics. \IJ, 77 pcrccnt o\cr capaciry .It the
cd
of IWX. \Cth ;I net nJtiona1 increax ot’XO0 prisoner\ per ~\cck. \\c \\ould
II:II e to spend $1 billion a monrh to build prisons just to ~ccommod~tc the current incrca4c in priwn population-to sq nochin :: ofcurrenr ~ncrcrcn~d~n~.
.Ucermtires.
\.Jriou\ states. \\‘an’ of the co\r of bi~ildin~ 11c’u priwn\.
;lrc
in\ escing in ~ltcrnati~cs co incarcer~rion. Here too. rhc respon\c ha\ not bolt ccl
rhc problem dnd ha\ ~Iso had the effect of widenin ‘: the net of WCIJI control.
Kentucky has a large Incensiw C:ommunit> Supen ision progrxn. IClorid,t hi\
the greatest number of people in house arrest wperl ision . 2nd IX)t-I1 \LICC\ c\pc
riencrd 19X8 prison population increases at or abow the national ;I\ crJge.
DO nothing.
A number of jurisdictions. most noticeably the Ilistrict of
( klumbia. are bureaucrdtical~y frozen into doing nothing about priwn O\ ercron,din,g. This allo\r.s elected officials to brag ahour being tough on crimin,lI\
\I bile wing raspavers money-and then scapegoat federal judc:c\ 11ho inter\ cne \vhen o\‘ercrowding results in unconstitutional conditions of continemcnr.
‘l’he result is often the potential for a repla\- of the tragedies of .irtica in 1971or
Santa Fe in 1980.
Sane of the current responses addresses what is causing priwn 01crcro\\ ding: changed sentencing prxtlces in the la\t 15 years. which recluirc longer
sentences and mandatory minimum sentences. and rhe so-called “\\ar on
drugs.” During each of the last fear. years, police made aho~~c 750,000 arrc\t\ ~‘oIdrug la\{. violations. mostly for possession and not for manufacturing or dealing,
‘l‘he result has been the ox-envhelming of most urban criminal justice systems.
Although admittedly difficult to implement gi\.en the current mood of the
count?, m)- proposed responses ha\ e the adwntage at least of dirrctlv ,Iddressing the causes of prison overcrowding.
Sentence as many people as we are now. perhaps more. hut for
shorter periods of time. \f’e must begin to consider prison space ~15J xarcc
resource, resening it for short prison terms for those offenders who ore feel
must be punished by incarceration. Bankrupting the future of this country by
building more prisons nil1 hs1.e no significant impact on the number of crime\
committed. The public is confused into chinking that locking up more criminal\
is the same thing as reducing crime rates. It is not, and no jurisdiction has c\er
successfully built its way out of overcro\f,ding or had an impact on crime ratej lx
,m expanded incarceration policy
Consequently we should eliminate most mandatory minimum sentence\.
eliminate most repeat-offender enhanced sentences, and shorten sentence\ to
lengths comparable to those in other industrial democracies. Faced u ith the
decision of how to use one prison bed o\.er a three-year period, I umld rather
use it to sentence 12 burglars to three months each than to sentence one burgl.lr
for all 36 months.
\Iake the drug problem a public health and social welfare problem. not a criminal justice problem. During the last eight \-ears. while \it’
ha1.econducted our national “war on drugs.” so much cocaine hat, come into
[his count? that the wholesale price has dropped by X0 percent e\ en .IS the
retail purity of a gram of cocaine has quintupled; the trend lvith heroin hds hrcr
similar if iess dramatic. \5e are seeing rising lel,els of corruption in federal. \txc.
and local criminal justice systems largely because of the po\cerful allure of illlclt
drug dollars. \Ye are seeing more and more drug-related crime. \\i: arc weing
the greatest benefits of our current anti-drug strategy going to drug tr~ffickcrs.
l
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In other word\. our abcurd drug policies .lrc pro\ in,*~7costly. ineffectl\ c. ,~nd
countcrproducti\e-just
~1sProhibition did h0 !ear\ ~1x0.
\dopcing rations1 net\’ drug policia !\ould ha\ e J htI;q:cimpxt on prl~on
c~\crcro\\din,g. \\.e should remo\.e drugs from the criminal justice \)\tern .~nd. .I\
\\ ith ,Ilcohol and tobacco. deal with drug\ ,I\ J public health problem. ‘l‘hc huqc
\uni\ of rnorw’ now ,qoin,y
0 into incffecti\.e Ia\ enforcement effort5 should 1x2
di\ erred into education, treatment. ;lnd other social \r-elfAre programs.

“Overcrowding does not
lead inexorably to a
deterioration in the qualitv,
of institutional life. ”

Jo/$, J. Dih’z-o, Jr:

T

III:KJI I\ \O escape from the o\ ercro\\,ding problem. I>emo<raphic ~n1.1 xntenting trends make it \irtu;LlIy certain that ;1 large frxtion of the nation’s
priwn\ and jails will be at least ;1\ o\ercrov.ded a decade from now LI\ the)- are
CO&I?-,\\C an learn to cope with o\wcro\\ding \.iA creative m~nltgement. or u c
c3n let population pressures make the institutions e\‘en less safe. ci\ llizcd, xvi
cost-effectix.e than they are non: Those are the only options 31Ltiluble to II\.
\lost \videl>- touted “solution<’ a-e unrealistic:
Build our way out of the problem. “Fast-truck” prison construction
projects ha1.e been completed in .I number of states. But many of the ne\\’ fxilitie5 4ioxr. the haste lvith 11hich the) Ivere built-fduln.
locking s)stem~ securic
“blind spots. ” and so on. And o\-ercro\vding perLists.
Iloreol,er. ec’en ifxve could build prisons faster. better. 2nd cheaper. there
are simply not enough trained, experienced correctional staff to go ;1round. In
correctional settings. putting inexperienced staff into key decision-making positions is a recipe for disaster. But that is precisely the recipe me \\.ill be forced to
follou- if t5.ebring hundreds of nc~r. facilities on line in the 5pace of LI t&s. ).exs.
II&e greater use of alternatives to incarceration. Today o\ er threequarters of 311persons under correctional supen-ision Jre trot incarcerated. 01 er
the last decade. tvhile prison and jail populations in man!. jurisdictions doubled.
probation and parole populations more than tripled. I\luny probation Jnd parole
agents now “supenise ” more than 200 “cases” apiece. Sobodl; can know for
5ure. but my sense is that rve are near the outer limits of our capacity to handle
offenders in the communi? (with the exception of ~1feu particular programsi.
11hich I shall mention below).
.\s me fxe the cask of easing the human and financial toll of ocx?rcrowding:.
\\e should keep nvo key points in mind:
First, owrcrowcling
does not leatl inesortchly to CLcleteriorctCiot~ iTI
rhc cpculity ot’institutionnl
lij&. If the most recent and sophisticated stud&
Llre right. there is no evidence that overcrowding increases the incidence or the
se\.erip of cell block disorders, or that it severely damages inmate work. educetional. recreational, or other programs. Systematic studies by Christopher lnneh
of the Bureau of Justice Statistics, Gerald Gaes of the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
l

l
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Jnd others reinforce the findings of exploratory researchers who 11~1
e found
\t.ide kations in the consequences of gi\,en le~.els of 01ercroI\ ding:.
Stm~n~l,

wercrowdi?g

curl hc VWML@X~ i,l wrq~s thnt r,lillil,lisc

it,s

Ilclr~)!fi~l L&XS. The California Xlen’s Colony (C\lC) is a marimum-security
prison in San Luis Obispo. In the mid-lY8Os. it had more than _‘,OOOinmates20 percent o\.er its designated capacity By 1YXX.it had more than h..WO
inmates. Se\,ertheless, CLLC remained Lvhat it had been for most of its histon:
namely one of the safest, cleanest, most programmatic prisons in the CaIiforniJ
system. It continued to boast the lo\vest per-inmate per-year expenditure rate
Jnd the lowest violence rates of any high-custod!. prison in the system. \loreot.er, as CLlC became more or,ercrowded, rates of many classes of 1 iolent
infractions actually dropped.
To deal with overcrowding, I kvould recommend two small steps:
First. the Bureau of Prisons should sponsor a conference on o\wcrowding
management coping strategies. This conference should he a three- or four-da)affair featuring practitioners from a variety of jurisdictions \vho ha\-e actu#
wrestled with the overcrowding problem. If anything useful comes out of this
retreat. the Bureau should publish and circulate the proceedings, and more such
meetings should follow.
Second, we should expand the use of intensilse supenision programs (ISPI.
I.nlike conventional probation and parole progrsms. ISPs reduce the supen%r\
caseload to a manageable number; involve regular face-to-face conwts between
the supervisor and his or her charges; and mandate offender participation in
tf.ork. drug testing, community senice, restitution, and other programs. Esperimencs with ISPs in Georgia, New Jersey, and ocher jurisdictions indicate that
the\- can handle certain qpes of offenders who might otherwise he sent to jail or
prison. ISPs are not for chronic predatory offenders, and they have yet to be
studied in a rigorous scientific fashion. But they are a good bet for relieving a
tiny fraction of the o\,ercrowding pressures.
I concede that these measures are band-aids that will not stop most of the
bleeding. But I would rather use a few well-placed band-aids than make he1ieL.e
that I was not bleeding, or sit and wish that the cuts had net’er occurred.
64

Sentencing guidelines are
not a panacea, but they can
encourage more disciplined
and rational decisions concerning imprisonment. ”

,Vorman A. Carlson
I BIX
DEBATE
01 prison o\,ercrowding has been reduced to simplistic proposals that are presented as an either/or proposition: Either increase prison
capacity. or decrease the demand for space by diverting additional offenders to
alternative forms of supenision and punishment.
If an opinion poll were taken today, the overwhelming choice of the poll

P

.VOR U..tV ;1. CdRL.SON, former Director of the Federd Bureau
de Depurtment of Sociology at the I;Ii~ersity of Minnesota.
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AMERICA’S OVERCROWDED PRISOLS

“If there is to be a solution,
it must rest in changing the
social environment that
spawns violent crime. ”

T

SIZE OF prison populations has reached criris proportions in almo\t ~11
.4 few states. such as Texas and California. are trying to build themzel\es out of the problem. Others ha1.eestablished szntencing cornmIssion\ to
de\.elop sentencing policy designed to reduce. eliminate. or stabilix the problem. Between these tw.0 extremes lie lwious proposals to del-elop JIternatil-es CO
incarceration, such as community corrections and incensil-e probation.
But none of these solutions attacks the real problem in our coc~cr)-of an
o\.enrhelming violent crime rate. The long-term solution to the problem does
not rest Lvith any of these approaches-more prisons, sentencing guidelines. or
alternati\.es to incarceration. Lltimately all are stopgap measures. If there i5 to
be a solution, it must rest in changing the social environment that spawns \.iolent crime. ISntil \ve devote adequate and appropriate resources to the ta3k of
comincing youths to make a commitment to our social system. the crime rxr
\vill not ,go down. And as long as our society generates such a large number of
predatory, Golent offenders, the public and politicians uill continue to be fearful and frustrated with crime and kvill support increasing penal sanctions.
Alas: The prospects for establishing a national agenda for crime pre\.ention
are slight. Political agendas are too short-term; the risk for failure is too high.
Lye must assume that we will continue to be confronted kvith succeeding genrrations of high-rate offenders.
In my opinion, the only fair and equitable coping strategy is commisrionauthored sentencing guidelines such as those in LVashington State and .\Iinnesota. In these nf.0 states. prisons have not become overcrowded. Their
legislatures have established sentencing commissions and instructed them to
establish sentencing guidelines that tvould keep prison populations at about Y5
percent of capaci?. The guidelines haIre proved successful in ensuring fair and
efficient use of available prison space. In fact, \yashington and llinnesota ha1.e
xtually rented prison space to other states with overcro\vded prisons. .\Ioreo\-er.
neither state has suffered any noticeable increase in its crime rate.
In addition to eliminating o\,ercrowding, the commission-based guideline
model has another advantage. It allows for increases in sanction sei.eriF in conjunction lvirh increases in capacity. This linking of sentencing policy with
capaci? makes possible careful and thoughtful penal policy and can also clearI>
identify individuals for uhom alternaci\,es to incarceration are appropriate.
Those who are skeptical of the ii’ashington and XIinnesota models might
suspect that the lack of prison overcrou.ding in these states could be esplJined
by lower rates of violent crime. But this does not seem to be the case. Rather.
the explanation seems to be that the choice of public policy determines Lvhecher
prisons will be overcrowded or not.
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THE CASE FORNATIONAL
SERVICE
Approaches mav, differ, but the idea of a citizens’ corps is
gaining a following.

T

OIM SE{\ 47~ E\‘I‘IOU is being paid to the possibility of instituting
some form of national senice in the llnited States. The idea itself is
not new. Think, for esample, of the Civilian Consenxion Corps of the
1930s or the Peace Corps, established in 1961, l3uc all ideas ha1.e their wasonx
Jt the right time. a theme or a proposal can capture the nation’s attention.
This nolv seems to be the case tvith the concept of national senice. Since
Janus?. nearly a dozen different proposals hat-e been introduced in the Congress. Ne\v books and articles adx,ocating national senice appear each month.
President l3ush recent&- addressed the issue with a proposal calling for both pri\‘ate initiati1.e and legislative action.
JOSEPH DI %FE I’. former(y .trsistunt Secretary of Stare for E&&on
.4&zirs and Chuirman of the A\‘adonal Endo~mentfbr the Humanitirs,
?niz’ersio of IZfassachusetts, .Amherst.

and Cdturul
is Chanczd/or offhe
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These 1 .Irious propouls Jrc Ix~sed on :I numb of diffcrcnc n~cdci~ t;)r
national w&e.
One G&l\ discussed model would in\cicutc .I z\\tem of I olu[1ran- ci\-ilian or milican- wn ice for vounr: people: participants \\ould bc $1 cn
subsistence ~‘agcs. .I\ well JS \ouchers. Lrorth $10.000 to 512.000 per \c,ir of
xn ice. th,it could be applied to education. job trainin%. or a don n pa\ ment on
Lohome. ‘l’he Hush ~JllliIli~trlltioll has f~~\orcd an 2ll-\xAunrccr program JIKI 11.1,
cniphasi~cd such action\ a\ prwidin c funds to communiF groups to encoura:c
\ olunrcer service Jntl remo\ ing lcg~l and other obstxles co \olunceer ~rork.
Other proposal5 call for part-time. school-based srn+x; J full-time !ouch consenxtion corps: dn expansion of 1’ISTA (Fblunteers in Senice to .\mrrica): or .IK
expanded .Senior \ilunteer C:orps for retirees. Some individuals haw c\ en
called for mandaton- programs. but rhe federal go\ernmrnt lacks eichcr the
funds or the political support that such programs nould require. Imteacl.
increased \wlunteerism and J system of tangible rewards to those u ho sign up
for national sen.ice are likely to be the t’Jl.ored approaches.

An old notion with fresh appeal
h) ha5 there been 5uch increased interest in this rather old notion that the
nation should call its )-oung to seme the wider communic! \Vhx is missing in
.\merica chat the idea seems so rele\xnt today!
One Factor is a widespread concern xvirh the kind of education beinq
offered to )-oung men and Lvomen in modern-day .America. By education I mean
not just xvhac happens in school, but the totA experience of young people in the
family. the communin; and ultimateI\- in the nation as a lvhole. AC ei.er)- le\.el.
Americans are asking about character and values: Are existing social institutions
and opportunities adequate to help this nation’s young people ,grow into mature.
productive workers and proud. contributing citizens? By lvhat forms of knoivledge and experience do young people gain a sense of belonging to a sphere
larger than a family and more inclusive than a neighborhood? IF-hat price do
young people-and the nation-pay for the general loss of a sense of communin- in ;\merican life?
w

.-II its best, national service oflen young people a
dam-e to grwdl and mature in .vay not ofjred ly the
srhool.ouse or the ,workplace. It can teach lessons
that mn help the young achikz2epersonal successin
-cork, ser-ceas good citizens in their communities,
and act as role models for the generations that folkzx
.-\mericans have alm-aysI,alued and celebrated individualism. I’et thoughtful
obseners of America’s national life have often pointed to the other side of individualism, to the splintering of society into isolated parts that lack coherence
and any sense of identity with the larger community. Alexis de Tocqur\ ille.
\j.riting about this country in the 183Os, warned chat if individualism and community slipped out of balance with each other. acquisitiveness and selfabsorption might cake center stage. He foresaw a time when indi\ iduals and
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families. preoccupied Lvirh looking after themsel\.es alone, might come to h,lrcil)
need or “expect anything from anybody.
They form the habit of thinking of
themselves in isolation from others and imagine that their whole destin\. i\ in
their own hands.” “‘l-here is danger.” he wrote, that the)- may hecome “4~ut up
in the solitude of.
their
orvn hearts.”
Another troublesome issue is that of citizenship. According to Spino/.l.
“men are not born fit for citizenship, but must be made so.” Obsen ers of the
American civic experience ha\,e for decades described a clearly diminirhed
sense of citizenship in both the young and the general popularion. In recent
Lears. national polls have revealed that most Americans tend co define citizenship in terms of rights rather than responsibilities; they refer to freedom of
speech and religion and the right to a trial by jun- well before. and often to the
neglect of, the responsibilities of voting, ju? duty. or seeing in the nation’s
armed forces.

Interest in national serxice has been spar&d not o?$
b concerns about education, communi(v, ritizenshp,
and ~a&.., but ly the perception that Piis county, ,
faces a great social defKit-a mounting accumulation
of unmet human needs.
In short, \ve seem to have become a nation far more inl-oIled in gecrlng
and spending than in serving what our ancestors called the “common~veal.”
h national study of the attitudes and the values of high school seniors showed
a remarkable shift taking place between 1976 and 1986. College-bound htudents were asked to choose from a list of 14 “life goals.” The goal chat
showed the greatest increase in popularity over the decade was “having lots
of money”; the goal showing the greatest decreusewas “finding purpose and
meaning in life.”
Interest in a national semice program has been sparked not only b!- concerns about education, community, citizenship, and values, but by the
perception that this country faces a great social deficit-a mounting accumulation of unmet human needs. These include care for millions of isolated
and lonely elderly Americans, education in literacy for millions of adults.
child care, and tutoring and special assistance for educationally disadvantaged
youngsters. The nation does not have enough trained professionals to take
on all that needs to be done and cannot afford the cost of mote public jobs
and programs in these areas. These and other important needs would benefit
greatly from the efforts of well-organized, well-supervised volunteers.

Charting

the right course

All these trends have created a national mood that requires taking the idea
of national service with a new seriousness. Despite this general agreement,
however, the nation is having a difficult time coming to grips with the question of exactly what kind of program we should have, and how it should be
implemented. Policymakers have been getting locked into old arguments
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.lbout go~rrnnient \crju\ pri! Llte wlution\. Both e\;tremcs prewnt prohleni\:
(;(I\ crnment programs can hecome \\atcrcd don n Ix conccs\wn> ro pri\ .itc
interc\t5. ,Ind pril ate initiati\rs can depend too hea\ II\- on promot~onLrl h\ 1,~.
(Ilearly wmc cc~nibination of‘public ~ncl pri\atr initi,ltiI c i9 recluircd, .14
I\ cll a\ J statute backed tx national niandL~te.
l3uc ire Jrc ha\ ing troLble finding the right .Ipproach. \\‘hy !
One reason is that the condition:, under 11hich \\e ha\-e callccl for clti/en
‘rcr\ ice in the past do not cxijt in the some form to&\. ‘l‘here i\ no immcdiate crisis or threat. no threshold txent that cJn \tir chc :i\era,qc perwn to
action. In a time of increased Jbundance. education based upon rcl;iti\c
\ ,Ilues. and li\e\ increasingI> focused on self at chc expense of wciet\ . rhe
moral compass tends to wing rather freeI>. ‘r’houqh there ma\ bc L~,grccn~ent
on the necessity of sen.ice. the national \l.ill to make it happen does not \-et
exist. Essentially many Americans are out of the habit of citizenxhip. primariI\ because no real te5t of it has come along for sewral generationz.

In these circumstances, \ve must Jsk lvhether lie can de\ etop .I nc\i program of national senice based on the old notion that citixenship i\
strengthened when individuals contribute to their national communit\. in
return for the rights and the pri\,ileges guaranteed by the go\‘ernment. (:~n
such contributions be \,oluntaF, or must the nation request or cl-en rccluire
them? Is a sytem such ~5 ours lveakened IShen it does not Jsk those I\ ho
benefit from free association uith it to reaffirm the social compact!
Economic questions come into play here as Lvell. In the current er;1. v hen
the competitik-e global marketplace is the nev’ battleground in \vhich national
economic securiw is fought for. should neu. standards for citizens’ contribution\
to their count> be established? Can threats to the nation’s (and its citizen5.j
long-term economic self-interest be used to justify calls for increased citizen
service. in the same way that threats to national security or more immediate
economic threats, such as the Great Depression. ha\,e been used in the past?

Crafting

a program

1 believe the Lniced S tates needs a national senice program. It should be
inclusi1.e. thoughtfullv structured, mandated hv stxute. and in\-ested u ith a
unified national identity, as Lvell as broad public support. In other Lvords, It
must he a I& program-neither a promotional paean to citizenship nor a
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mechanism designed primarily to keep post-adolescent young people occupied lf,ith \f.hat their elders define as “useful accivi?.”
The Congress and the Bush administration deser\,e praise for kindling a
new spirit ofcilic obligation and adlancing specific proposals for a national
\en ice program. But the debate on what type of program to implement dnd
how to do so is becoming mired in technical and semantic details. The fundamental goals of an); type of national service are sometimes obscured. As a
result. either national service or volunteerism-at
least in the forms no\!
being proposed-may fall well short of e\‘en modest national achievements.
The proposals that have been adLanced in the Congress generally focus
on meeting specific social needs as w.ell as offering young l,olunteers opportunities to get post-secondan education and training that might othen\ise be
una\,ailable or unaffordable. President Bush’s “Points of Light” approach
Lvould also in\,ob,e young people and address social issues, but with altruism
as the sole inducement to service.
Both approaches have their merits-anything
that mobilizes or inspires
large segments of the population ~vill result in some beneficial activity. The
nation can benefit from both a program of national service and an increase in
\,oluntary activity.
But the tlvo approaches also have shortcomings. These shortcomings
illustrate the general differences between national service and l,olunteerism.
The congressional proposals for national service, for example, stand to be
tveakened by the compromises already being made to special interests. The
terms are becoming all too clear: Don’t touch student aid; don’t displace
workers at the local level; don’t harm the Peace Corps or YIST.4; keep the
cost per volunteer reasonable; ensure that there are options for every age
group; avoid compulsory obligations. In addition, one can question u.hether
the federal government is capable of administering such a program effectively, or whether such a program is workable at all, even if it is operated in a
decentralized way. Also, national service may become the employment of last
resort, attracting only those who have little to offer.

Cifizen serkce and citizen z.olunteerism fake on nez-0
meaning in a aorld whose economy the linited States
no longer dominates. Both must make maintaining
our king standard and improving our economic
position their oz-erriding purposes.
Volunteerism has its drawbacks as uell. The Points of Light approach.
for instance, relies on exhortation and encouragement by successful example.
There are no tangible incentives for )-ouch service-no inducements to ger
on board and no penalties for missing the boat. This does not seem realistic
at a time when the U.S. military spends a billion dollars a year to attract
young recruits, and another billion in bonuses to hold onto them, )-et fails to
meet recruitment targets.
Furthermore, volunteerism generally sets no priorities and therefore creates no systematic way to address the grave social needs in this country. It
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makes no distinction between contributing time and energy to J garden club
and serving at a homeless shelter-between
coaching a children’s soccer
team and teaching an illiterate adult how to read. Volunteerism is also usualI\
geared to civilian service and therefore does not address the nation’s needs
for military personnel.
Finally, volunteerism will have little impact on America’s long-term economic v-italitv and competitive strength.

Bolstering
T,his last point

U.S. competitiveness

concerns me the most. In my opinion, neither national service nor volunteerism will serve the nation well unless both make
maintaining the U.S. living standard and improving America’s world economic position their overriding purposes. Citizen service and citizen
volunteerism take on new meaning and importance in a world whose economy the United States no longer dominates.
Accordingly, any national service program this country implements must
be geared toward different goals than national service has addressed in the
past. Although deciding on the details of a national service program would
require considerable study, five guiding principles seem clear:
First, national service should be structured not only as an opportunity to
serve. but also as a door to considerable opportunityfor those n-ho serve.
\Iany young people will walk through such a door because it means growth
and development through training, travel, responsibility. experience,
and accomplishment.
Second, a program of national service should have some connection with
student aid. Both underprivileged and middle-class young people have growing
needs for tuition assistance, and vouchers earned through national service ma!
make the crucial difference in meeting the costs of a post-secondary education.
But national service should probably not be the only way for young people to
get student aid; Pell grants, which go to the neediest students, might best be
left in place, even if other forms of tuition aid are phased out.
Third, national service should include participants that represent a broad
range not only demographically but also in terms of potential for achievement,
aspirations, and attitudes. To that end, participants in any pilot program should
be selected carefully in order to establish a precedent for the proper mix.
Fourth, national service should be made distinct from volunteerism.
Community volunteers are recognized primarily within the organizations and
locations where they serve. But national service volunteers should be recog-
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nilable \vherever thev go. Their service should become ;1 badge of statu’; ch3t
the!- carry into their colleges and universities, into the vvorkplace. and into
[heir communities.
Finally. national service should be seen as a vital contribution toward
strcn,grhening L.S. economic competitiveness. Both by doing some of the
nacioni mosr important vr,ork and b>. providing opporcunicies co gain kno\rledge and training, a program of national service can help create a more able
\+ork force and a more active and enlightened citizen?.
In rn>’opinion, there is room both for the kind of national serv.& program outlined above and for a public-private initiative to bolster continuing
\.olunteerism. Together, these programs could launch the nation’s first fullfledged exercise in what IVilliam James referred to as “the moral equivalent
of war”-public
service to meet urgent social needs.

Citizen serxke must be seen as hhg
a value
bevond simp(v performing gooif zorks- it must be
li&d to the belipfs we teach about ttie American
qsrem and to the expectations employers have for a
responsibh and creative work force.

In his recent book, Day qf Rtxkonitva,g Harvard economist Benjamin
Friedman argues for dealing now with the ongoing U.S. fiscal crisis. His
words have a haunting parallel to the arguments in favor of national service:
The best way to meet this challenge is simply to be clear about uhat is
at stake. The issue in the first instance is one of economics. But it matters because its consequences affect more fundamental aspects of what
America is about as a society and as a nation. Adopting a different fiscal
policy is not just an economrc desideratum but a moral imperative. If vve
do not correct America’s fiscal course, our children and our children’s
children will have the right to hold us responsible. The saddest outcome
of all would be for America’s decline to go on, but to go on so gradual]!,
that hv the time the members of the next generation are old enough to
be asking who was responsible for their diminished circumstances, the)
will not even know what they have lost.
Citizen service must he seen as having a vralue beyond simply performing good works-it
must be linked to the beliefs we teach about the
.Imerican system and to the expectations employers have for a responsible
and creative work force. At its best, national service offers young people a
chance to grow and mature in ways not offered by the schoolhouse or the
workplace. It can teach lessons that can help young people achieve personal
success in work, serve as good citizens in their communities, and act as role
models for the generations that follow. l
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MANAGINGFOR
PERFORMANCEIN
THEPUBLICSECTOR
IN CHANTILLY,
VIRGINIA: The
Seventh Annual GAO Management
Conference, November 1989

GAO holds its stxenth annual management conferencein Chanti& I’irginia in ,Vcwemberof this veal:
The conferencei primq
focus is on excedencein
managing human resources, with special emphasis
on nchiainggains in the quuliky of GAOS 7rzorkand
the produrtici4
of its St& For the f;tst time,
conferenceparticipants include Band /II (GS-15)
managers-an indication of GAO1 commitment to
improving its line managers’ skills in human
resource management. The accompanying text
expands on remarks prepared by Ira Goktstein.
*ksistant Comptroller General for Operations, for
dekery at the confrence.

S

OME TIME AGO, I joined several other supervisors in downgrading a GX
evaluator’ for poor performance and transferring him to a lower-level
nonprofessional position. On the day he left our division for his new job. hc
stopped by the office and did something unexpected. . he thanked us! Now, vvhl
would he do that?
Something unusual had taken place: The people responsible for managing thi
employee’s performance had, at last, leveled with him. Until this point, his cast
had followed the all-too-familiar pattern ofperformance nonmanagement: For years
he had performed below-par work hut had received ratings and other forms o
feedback that hovered between superior and exceptional. For years, his supenisor
had talked to each other about his weaknesses, but not to him. And, over the years
as others in his peer group were promoted while he was left behind, the suhterfugc
became harder and harder to sustain. Finally, neither the employee nor those of u
responsible for managing his performance could reconcile his high ratings with hi
lack of advancement. We conceded-at long last-that it had become necessary t(
provide him with a more accurate appraisal of his work. An immediate superviso
was assigned who could be frank but supportive and who could offer the guidance
and training that might enhance the evaluator’s performance. Discussions and tria
performance periods ensued, until everyone agreed that a reduction in grade ant
an assignment to another type of job would be best not only for GAO but for the
evaluator as well.
I am sure that, hearing this tale, many of you will nod in recognition. IVhat i
amazing is how common most of this story is to our experience as public secco

IRA GOLDSTE IA’ is Assistant Comptroller Genera/for Operations.
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managers-except for the decision to confront the problem. In most such cases, all
three parties to the multiyear charade-the subordinate, the supervisor. and the
agency-become trapped in a destructive pattern. W’hat lies behind this “lose-loselose” scenario? How can we as supervisors and as agency managers avoid this kind
of failure in human resource management? Xlore positively stated: Are there wvs
to manage for maximum performance-even in the public sector?

T
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Human resources management the basic line management function
The business of any professional organization is accomplished through its peopk.
This means that managing people is the most basic line management skill. It
seems obvious. Yet in most agencies, ask for the “Human Resource 3lanager” and
you will be sent not to a line manager, but to the staff person responsible for training
and/or staff management. This may seem like a mere semantic distinction, but it’s
far more important than that. For until we as line managers view our human
resource management role as central to achieving our mission-rather than as a
subordinate function to be pursued by staff specialists or by line managers only
when adequate time happens to be available or when emergencies demand it- the
“lose-lose-lose” scenario is likely to continue to dominate public sector performance management.
Of course, this issue is not unique to the public sector; it is a challenge to
managers everywhere. Few of us enjoy confrontations over job performance or the
headaches that come with facing up to difficult supervisory problems. But I believe
that two elements peculiar to the public sector-the absence of profit incentives
and the presence of highly structured civil service rights, procedures, and
limitations-make
it doubly difficult for us as government managers to see the
benefit of concentrating on managing staff performance. Yet although it may be
harder to succeed as a “people manager” in government than in business, it is no
less important.
It may, in fact, be more important. In the private sector, a manager faced with a
staff member performing below par can realistically consider terminating and
replacing the employee. But civil service protections make this option far less
feasible for the public sector manager. A supervisor generally has to improve the
employee’s performance or endure a never-ending drain on agency resources.

MANAGING FOR PERFORMAhCE

As public sector managers, we cannot afford to concede defeat on this I\\IIC
Too much is at stake. First, our responsibilit)- toward the taxpayer-who ultim~tcl
pays the bills-demands constant attention to improved performance. Second’
while “bureaucrat bashing” seems to be less in vogue now than in the recent past.
is never far away. Third, if vve take human resource management seriousI!--rr,li\
its priority and act on “people management” needs both at individual and .I
agenc>wide levels-it can yield tremendous dividends for our staffs, our organi/.
[ion, and certainly ourselves.
Taking human resource management seriously means building and appl! in
the formidable skills needed to manage performance well, not only in problen
cases but across the board. And it means creating and nurturing an organization
wide program that encourages supervisory and managerial attention 11
performance-extending
this emphasis to all phases of the organization’s program
and policies. Almost every management course today teaches students to hegil
with the question, “N’hat is our organization’s mission.>” \Ve must begin with th1
same question when we design a performance management program. By doing so
we tie the program to the line organization and its core responsibilities.
At GAO, for example, our principal mission is to assist the Congress 1~
providing important information on government programs. This requires teanl
work, high levels of performance reliability, and, increasingly substantial esperi
ence and research sophistication. Staff salaries make up about 75 percent of rht
resources available to GAO to accomplish this mission. Ne know, then, that ou
personnel policies and programs will be a key to our success. Our performance
management program must be designed to encourage career stability skill
growth, and responsiveness to customer needs.
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In my opinion, such a program must work both at the organizational level an{
in the day-to-day interactions between supervisor and staff member:
At the organizational level, policies, incentives, and systems all have to suppor
high-quality performance as a clearly defined priority. Recruitment, tr-orkin:
facilities, reward (and penalty) structures, training, career development. and ever
other agencywide function all must support performance management.
At thepenona/level, supervisors must have the skills essential to obseme. asses\
communicate with, teach, coach, and ultimately help subordinates perform .inr
develop to their fullest.
l

l
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Something else is missing from much of the usual training in performance
management: the human element. As supervisors, we are taught “the elements of
human resource management,” such as setting expectations, monitoring progress,
providing feedback, developing appraisals, and providing rewards and penalties.
These are the tAzz&zlskills necessary to successful staff management-necessan,
that is. but not sufficient. I think we must pay more attention than we generally do
to the personal and interpersonal aspects of our supervisory role. The supenisor
who truly cares will not just give feedback, but will help the subordinate to learn.
The supervisor who truly L&en5 co the subordinate’s viewpoint-accommodating
that viewpoint whenever possible-will
better motivate the subordinate to
improve performance.
I want to focus on a few of the nontechnical-the
personal-elements I
believe are so often omitted in more formal approaches to performance management. I believe, for instance, that when our staff member thanked us after being
reassigned to a lower-level job, he was responding to the personal caring he
experienced in his supervisor’s handling of his case. Personal considerations should
play a role at both the supervisory and the organizational level. Let us turn to the
supervisory level first.

Be personal
W e sometimes

forget (or ignore) that our subordinates are people, with the same
types of needs as we have for acceptance, career gratification, and self-esteem. To
remember this is not just being considerate; indeed, unless we give great amounts
of attention to what affects and motivates our subordinates, our actions are likely to
become more impersonal and, ultimately, less effective. Simple things matter:
plenty of eye contact and earnest responses to calls for help; job structuring and
career planning assistance; a pat on the back or a simple “Well done!” and,
certainly, expressions of honest disappointment when they are deserved.
In the public sector, direct expressions of a supervisor’s disappointment
regarding a staff member’s performance are among the most valuable and &asr often
delivered messages. It’s easy to say “Well done!” (although easy to forget), harder
to say “you need to do better.” Yet ic is the latter statement that will help and
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empower the staff member to improve performance! It will convey a belief on the
supervisor’s part that the employee czln do better. I be1ier.e it is a priman
supervisory responsibility to work with subordinates on enhancing performance. .\
supervisor who declines to do this fails to fulfill his or her responsibility not onlv [II
the agency but as a professional manager.
To identify an employee’s shortcomings and work on them need nor be .i
negative experience. In fact, teaching the subordinate by sharing in his or her \r.ork
can be a highly effective training method and an excellent personal experience for
supervisor and subordinate alike. I remember an extremely bright policy analystwe’ll call her Jane-who was responsible for writing the regulations for a major
federal-state program. Jane could think things through and describe with clarin
the most complex of issues. But when it came time to write, her products v+‘erc
practically incomprehensible. The succession of awful drafts she would produce-
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each followed by her supervisor’s critique and Jane’s unsuccessful rewrite-were a
torment for both of them. And that torment might have continued, except that in
the case of one regulation the supervisor decided to try something different: The!
would try writing this regulation together.
They got out the pencils, scissors, and tape. Jane followed her supen.isor
through the organizing and writing process that the supervisor used in her otvn
work, gradually getting more involved as the job progressed. By the time they were
done, there were papers and scraps of papers all over the room. But the regulation
they had worked on togetherwascomplete. Jane had learned an approach to writing
that stayed with her and significantly improved her later work. And her supervisor
had not only avoided weeks (if not months) of delays and painful reading
experiences, but had developed a far better knowledge of the regulation and why ic
had been so difficult to write. Employee and supervisor alike had benefited from
the experience. And they had become better friends.

Be fair
“D

o unto others . . .” are words not often heard in our staff meetings. Yet a\
supervisors, we sometimes are quick to criticize others and slow to question our
own role in causing milestones to be missed or quality to fall short of expectations.
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\Ve should ask more often “Did I play a part in this problem? Perhaps by. rn!.
inability to supenise more closely. at a critical moment? In some other way!”
Here, again, it isn’t simply a matter of being considerate; bending over
backwards to be fair is also an effective managerial approach. It helps keep
relationships between supenisors and subordinates constructive and targeted on
mission-related performance. It helps retain the subordinate’s support.
An equally important part of good old-fashioned “fair play” is to talk fo people
rather than clbaut them. I’ll concede that it is much harder to tell Jane that her drafr
needs extensive work than it is to complain to others about it. But in most cases
direct communication better enables her to address the problem.

Be a good listener
I

was once asked by a staff member to help him solve a tough problem that
had arisen quite late in the assignment and quite by surprise. For 45 minutes, I
gave only short, supportive, largely noncommittal responses as the employee
talked through the alternatives. Finally, the employee announced that my
“insights” had been “extremely helpful” and that the solution was now clear. He
thanked me and left.
I like that story because it illustrates how helpful it can be to simply listen in a
supportive way. It illustrates the fact that to be a good listener, you have to stop
talking-at least for a while. There is a premise in counseling that the problem
presented (that is, the issue people start with as their defined problem) is seldom
the “real” problem. Therefore, we do well as superv4sors to listen carefully and cry
to understand the underlying issue orconcern. I find this kind of “active listening”
to be surprisingly hard work. Ic is, I think, a grossly undervalued skill.’
.Active listening is particularly vital to successful performance counseling.
W’hat is the staff member really telling us about his or her difficulties or successes?
Would more course work help? More experience? Clearer expectations? Listen well
and we may get some answers.

Look for a job-capability

match

An agency’s needs will

be best served if staff members’ assignments are matched
with their particular strengths and weaknesses. Yet. supenisors too often belabor
performance inadequacies in a particular job category instead of looking for “a
better match.” The person who cannot write a report may be an excellent planner.
The staffer with poor interpersonal skills may be an excellent researcher. LVhen a
supemisor “forgets” to carefully assess the employee’s strengths and map them
against job needs throughout the organization (and even outside it). he or she
transforms a situation with various possible solutions into a potentially frustrating
test of the employee’s performance in the one position.
I will bring up that evaluator of ours just one more time. It may be tempting to
say, “Easy for you to count his transfer as a success; you weren’t the one getting
transferred.” But I relate the incident because it demonstrates that the person and
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the job must fit properly The job of el.aluator didn’t fit this person. His ne\\
assignment did. He was reassigned from a job in \.r.hich his stress U’JShigh and hl.
performance was low, to one in which he not only could perform \vell but could ~11
gain the gratification that goes with performing rvell. \Vith him in his old job. (;.\(
had a problem. LVith him in his new job, GAO had an asset: J clew
win-win-uin outcome.

Mency

management’s

role

li t t h’1spoint, some of you may well be asking: “LVho’s he kidding, claiming th,i
it’s possible in the public sector to manage for performance successfully?” After ~1I
we know the civil semice system and top-level agency management seldom rrttii’
support supervisory quests for better performance. Certainly not with polic)- ani
action. Sure, we are implored to set high standards and hold staff accountable. HII
much of the present government personnel system is skewed against the mid-lel c
supervisor who cakes these exhortations seriously. Aluch time is spent defendin:
job actions with no-or at best, modest-effect. Agency attorneys or personnelisr
point out the dozens of precedents in which poorer performers fared well. Thcl
want voluminous written records of expectations and interactions; of counselin:
and training; of coaching; and of second, third, and fourth chances.
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I think this argument misses a main point of human resource management
which is that people simply perform better when we expect them to and help then
to meet our (and eventually their) higher expectations. In most cases. people cam
do better-and do-with supportive supervision and high expectations. I belie\ (
that good supervisor/subordinate relationships are comparable to good teacher
student relationships: Research indicates that a teacher’s expectations for a studen
are “contagious.” The phenomenon even has a name: “The Pygmalion Effect.
The student does better when the teacher thinks he or she can.
But the supervisor cannot fully communicate this “Yes You Can!” attitud(
alone; he or she must be supported by agency policy and management. All the
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agency‘s programs and discretion must be used to promote high performance. This
organizational component is the essential second level in a successful performance
.
management initiative.

“Yes You Can!” empowerment
“Y ou can d o b etter, I know you can!” LVhich one of us vvouldn’t respond better to
this than to a list of our weaknesses and shortcomings? An organization must
communicate to its employees that it expects the best of them: that it will accept no
less. But it must also let them know that it has little doubt they can meet that
expectation. It may take more training, much practice, more help, and better tools
or facilities-but
the agency must be prepared to provide what is needed.
This is not a new or unique concept. Programs abound with buttons and
banners to motivate staff: “Quality is Job One.” “Zero Defects. ” “Employee of the
Xlonth.” At GAO we are using “Yes Ne Can” buttons to help enhance support
services. But these will be meaningless if management does not provide the
resources and actions necessary to support the speeches and banners. Here. agsin,
we public sector managers face a far greater challenge than our counterparts in
the business world. In the political fishbowl, it is simply less risky to support personnel needs “on the cheap.” But “on the cheap” is no way to build a frstclass organization.

“People costs” are investments,
not expenses
Th ere

is an analogy here to America’s crumbling infrastructure. Some of our
mightiest bridges are crumbling for lack of necessary maintenance along the vvay.
Other municipal and national capital resources receive less support, year by year,
than they should because elected officials have understandable fears regarding the
impact of necessary capital expenditures on their budgets. The costs exist now, but
the benefits may not be apparent for many years. One must question whether
im,esrments in such long-term needs should be considered expenses when spentas they are now in the federal budget-or rather as inwstments to be amortized over
the years during which they will provide benefits. There are, in fact, proposals to consider creating in the federal budget a capability to amortize such
capital investments.
Similarly we should consider the important investments agencies make in
people-most notably in training-as expenditures that will yield benefits in
subsequent years. We should see them as investments that can appreciate and pa);
performance-related benefits, rather than as “overhead costs” to be held down.
Perhaps there ought to be a separate category for “investment overhead” in our
budgets and management information systems. If there were, managers could see
more clearly the very real costs and benefits associated with different vpes of
expenditures and economies.
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Supporting top quality
an agency priority

as

T

o get top performance, agency management must establish as high prioriclt
tirsc-class, top-qualiF recruitment; career de\,elopment; training; tools; t’acilitic
and personnel management and reward practices. .\I1 these reinforce a consistcl
message: Our people are our key asset, and we are willing to invest in them.
Consider work facilities. One often encounters go\-ernment staff at Lvork
facilities that clearly send the message “Sothing is too cheap for government!” \f
the environment in which people work inevitably affects their attitudes toLl;lI
theirjobs and, ultimately, their performance. As we at GAO upgrade our headqu.1
ters and field facilities, we are learning how profoundly such improvements C.
affect morale and motivation. [Then management invests in better facilities, SC
infer that management considers them professionals. Pride blossoms and dedic
tion to the organization deepens. I was repeatedly reminded of this during a recel
visit to a newly opened, upgraded GAO field office. “I want to thank )ou for th
new facility,” one Z-year veteran said. “Some of us went out and bought new WI
to wear to work.” Another evaluator commenced on the steady stream of faml
members and children being shown the new offices by long-time emplo)-ees M II
obviously newfound pride.
Enhancing facilities. of course, is only one of many areas in which manarc
ment must make a commitment to support and promote high qualit): Jluch COL
be written about others, such as training opportunities and recruitment strategic
None is more fundamental, however, in its effect on both employee performanc
and supervisory practices, than the agency’s personnel compensation an
rewards system.

Rewarding
The

performance

General Schedule (GS) system of salaries under which much of the fede.
government operates was designed to meet the needs of highly structure
bureaucracies, not those of professional organizations operating in team configur
tions. The GS system rewards longevity far more than performance. Ask ar
supervisor who has tried either to withhold a within-grade increase or to move
sterling performer along much faster than the norm. Today, various tests are undl
way within government of systems that more directly relate bonuses and sala
increases to performance. But here again, most government organizations cry to g
the job done “on the cheap.” Not surprisingly, when the available dollar amoun
are too low to provide meaningful incentives, and when increases for some en
ployees must be offset by decreases for others, the impact of incentive-based p.
systems is mixed.
For most federal managers, little can be done to alter at any basic level tl
present GS system. But even within this system, enhanced rewards and structure
can be designed, providing some meaningful difference in rewards to the hl:
performer. The more these rewards are tied directly into supervisors’ performan<
appraisals, the more they will support and reinforce the key role of the bupemisor
performance management.
50
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This is a key point, one worth dwelling on. R’hen there is little relationship
benveen performance appraisals and any meaningful system of penalties and
rewards-as is too often the case in government-the appraisal seldom has much
meaningful. material effect on the employee. \Vhat incentiv,e, then, is there for the
supenisor to be honest in the appraisal? Instead. a more comfortable accommodation usually results: a pleasant, inflated rating delivered by a supervisor taking the
“path of least resistance” to a subordinate who may never learn of any relative
weaknesses in his or her performance.
A performance-based pav system can reverse these behavior patterns. As a
legislative branch agency, GAO is fortunate to be operating under a unique
personnel authority that permitted it to recently adopt a performance-based pa)
and bonus system. For the first time, the performance appraisal reu& matters, and I
think supervisors and subordinates at GAO are showing every sign of taking their
appraisal and performance responsibilities very seriously The rationale behind
pay-for-performance is not to penalize the average performer or even the marginal
performer; nor is it merely to reward superior performance. What we hope to see
are truly meaningful exchanges between supervisors and subordinates over performance and expectations-more accurate ratings, more constructive counselingwhich. in turn, will lead to enhanced performance. as well as better rewards.

r

Looking toward future
increases in diversity
Th ere is progress to be made, then, at both the personal and organizational levels.
But, as one looks to the future, it becomes clear that human resource management
skills will become simultaneously more essential and more difficult to apply. The
traditional model-one growing out of a more homogeneous, largely white male
work force-upon which professional organizations’ performance and supervisov
norms have been developed in America will continue to change dramatically. As
this occurs, supervisors will increasingly face the challenge of relating to staff from
very diverse backgrounds. People from differing backgrounds often communicate,
behave, and respond differently. As managers and supervisors, we must be able to
accept differences in style, focusing instead on the results achieved. The abilie to
do this will be essential to getting the job done well.
By the year 2000, over 80 percent of all new entrants into the labor force will be
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Lromen. minorities, and immigrants. [See figure 1.1 The age profile will also be
changing, as the median age of the L-.S. uork force rises from about 3.5 \.earj to
almost 40. These and other cultural and age differences will make communication
more difficult: People \vho have less in common can experience heightened
anxiety ro\vard each other. Feedback can become more difficult. But e\.en a\ the
Lvork force becomes more diverse. the workplace itself will demand greater skill\
and increasing specialization. Communication between supenisors and subordinates will be more important than ever.
In this future emironment, it will be e\.en more vital that as supenisors and
managers we develop the skills to relate personally to staff regarding performance
Issues. Supemison- training will need to target more than just the important
technical management areas, such as setting expectations and de\.eloping accurate
appraisals. It will need to better encompass the one-on-one skills that help
supewisors relate to subordinates as people. Earlier we discussed four of these:
being personal, being fair, being a good listener, and considering job match in
tandem with performance issues. There are no doubt many others.
Overall, the objective must be to establish a balanced relationship among the
organization, its managers and supervisors. and staff. Employees generally wish t(
be accepted and valued by the organization and to obtain career gratification.
Increasingly, supervisors will have to accommodate these needs in their performance management practices and acquire the interpersonal skills and sensitivitie\
necessary to meet them.
Supenisors who do this well will have more satisfied-and more highI>
motivated-subordinates.
When this is part of an organizationwide program in
support of first-class “people management,” agency performance can be
enhanced-even in the face of the special problems and limitations of managing in
the public sector. l
I. “Evaluator” is the professional title of an employee who performs GAO’s basic audit and evahutton work
on federal programs. Of our approximately 5,ooO employees. some 3,0(x) are ebaluaton.
2. There are courses available on refined listening skills as w-ell as considerable writing on the wbject I~\
a-hen \\e listen \cltb
Carl Rogers and others. Rogers writes that “real communication occurs
understanding.
It means to see the expressed idea and attitude from the other person’spumt of vie\{. t(
sense how it feels to him. to achieve his frame of reference in regard to the thing he is talking about.” ThlL
“empathetic undestanding,” as he calls it, means “understanding w&i a person, not about him.” and “i‘
such an effective approach chat it can bring about major changes”in people. See Carl R. Rogers, CJnBrtnnu~r
n Peon (Boston: Houghton Xlifflin Company l%l). pp. 331-332.
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By EIeunor Liebmun Johnson

“M en past 40 are comparatively

useless and
those past 60 are absolutely useless.” So obsen;ed
Sir \Yilliam Osler, a Canadian physician, at the
beginning of this centur); voicing an opinion
apparently shared by both Theodore and, eventually, Franklin Roose\.elt. This \.iew of diminished
physical and intellectual functioning after the middle years, together with major difficulties
experienced by many of the elderly during the
193Os-unemplo)ment, chronic illness, and lack of
ready access to medical care-paved the way for
major federal policies aimed at the older worker.
These include Social Securiy, Supplemental Securiy Income, hledicare, lfedicaid. and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act.
The situation =\merica now faces is entirely
different from that of the 1930s. As the baby-boom
generation ages and as life expectancy continues to
rise, there will be not only a shortage of workers
but also a growing burden on those workers, who
will be called upon to support the burgeoning popELE,tVOR L/EB,ZfAl’JOH~~SO~V Csan valuator in
GilOj- Human Resources Division. She speciulizes in
uging issuesfor the Cross-Cutting kwes Group.

ulation over 65. lloreover. e\.en thou,gh generdl
condition> for most workers ha\-e impro\.ed. man\
of them-particularly
minori? group members.
\\omen, and those Lvith health problems-must
cope Lvith unstable employment opportunities and
jobs that are menial and lo\v+age. And there is
ample evidence that some employ-ers still discriminace against older M.orkers-that is. those o\er 10.
7%~O.&Y \ln/-A~ presents an enlightening collection of experts’ views on the major policy and
research issues in this area. Although the authors
deal with some highly technical points, the i.olume
is Lvritten for a broad audience. Particularly useful
is the “Introduction and Oveniew,” Lvhich puts
the individual articles in context, relates them to
each ocher, and provides some perspecti1.e with
which to read the more detailed discussions.
The individual articles in the book cover a lot
of ground: “Employment, Earnings, and L.nemployment Characteristics of Older \Yorked’:
“Special Problems of Older \Yomen \Vorkers”;
“Functioning Ability and Job Performance as
Workers Age “., “The Retirement Decision”; “Pensions and Older \Yorkers”; “Ylanaging an Older
\York Force”; “Organized Labor and the Retired
\Yorker”; “Older Workers and the Labor \lovement”; and “Public Policies and Programs
Affecting Older Workers.” What this list of article
titles does not convey is the handful of themes that
run through this collection. For example:
l

An)- stereo?pe of “the older worker” is misleading. Among those who fall into this categor);, there
are broad differences in health, physical and cognitive capabilities. education, job status, and
experience. If one makes further distinctions b!
race, gender, and educational attainment, these
subcategories are less heterogeneous than the
“older worker” group, but they are certainly
not homogeneous.
As a group, older workers fare at least as well as
younger workers. But certain older workerswomen, racial and ethnic minorities, and those in
poor health-are at a significant disadvanrdge in
the labor market. Further research and policy
changes need to address the problems of these
particular groups.

l

Because the work force will be shrinking while
the burden of supporting America’s retired senior
citizens grows, our society has an interest in promoting increased work opportunities for older
persons and in eliminating disincentives for condnued employment. But the extent to which these

l

BOOK REVlEN’S

\\cll-t.irrctccl politic\ must he formulated \I ithin
.I hrcb \oci,il conwit. I-‘or cwniplc. the media
h;i\e focii~cd on the incrca5iny burden plxcd on
\clungcr \\orkers lx the gro\ring Jrm\ of retirees.
If cl en thing else in jociet> hxi stayed the wnc,
this elderly depencienc\ ratio-the number of
cIderI) being supported I,!, one \\,orker-might be
.I cause for ,great concern. But the burden on each
\\urkcr is not caused just 1,~ the elderly, but b!- o/l
the members of socie5 u ho are being supportedthat i5. the total dependency ratio. ‘I’his casts the
situation in ;I different light. Ilespite the growing
numtxr of retirees. each \\‘Orker x\,ill support fe\ver
people th,ln cxprctcd because of a decrease in
child and female dependrnc\- brought Jbout b!,
Iol\cr birth rates and increasing number5 of Lvomen
in the \!.ork force.

l

l

1:inall!.. public policie5 need to be assewd in
terms of both direct and indirect effects and of
interactions among policies and progrllms. Because
public policies spring from so many sources--on
the federal le\~l alone there are more than i0
pieces of IegAtion affecting the elderly-the
potential for unforeseen effects is enormous. A fen
csamples clearI> illustrate the problem. The 1978
.-imendments to the Age Discrimination in
Emplo>-ment Act spurred some emplo)-ers to
de\,elop more part-time programs for older
vwkers. v bile the Social Security earnings test
(1986) and provisions in the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act limited the number of hours
that some older workers could put in without negati\e consequences either to themselves or to their
employers. LikeLvise, the Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982, which limits hledicare
co\.erage for employed persons o\.er 65. has salxd
the gol’ernment money but has also created economic disincentives for employing people over 65.
I.nfortunately Sir 1Villiam’s rule of thumb
holds all too true: Anyone o\‘er 40 is still considered an “older norker,” and people in that
category find that employment opportunities are
limited and that age discrimination is a fact of life.
In the future, ho\ve\,er. changing demographics
ivill gi1.e employers scronR economic reasons to
court these older workers. The authors reprevznted in this x,olume conclude that the prima?
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ohjecti\e of social polic\- ~~OLIICIIx to prewn e 2nd
hro,idrn individual options. ‘I% bcnctit the older
\\orkcr. social policies should rncoura<e the m,Gntenancc of high le\4s of 01erAI emplo\ mcnt.
,.
continued rttorts to eliminate qz discrimin,ltioii.
,Ind intelligent placement policie\ I)\- eniplo\er~ ,O
that the phyicul capabilitie\ of older workers can
lx used optimally As one studies the niwt rcccnr
administration initiati\w regxding these ~\jut‘\
(such us the Secrecap of I,Jbor’s ~/C&YIlb/&r. YG.l;c.rk
hw:

I+

Policy Is~~~tu.~fC;r
thrj hfuw).

7h Ok&r

Ilii&/.can proride a context in \\ hich to a\~\\
x ,Irious proposals.

the

STRATEGIZERS

Philip B. Heymann
THE POLITICS

0

OF PL-BLIC ~I.~S.\GEIIES-I‘

ver the past six years, GAO has conducted a
series of general management relieu.5 of federal
departments and major agencies. .-\lthough these
reviews have considered the policy enCronment
and organizational traditions in which Jgencies
operate, they have concentrated on the agencies’

\\ Ith (; \( j‘s: \kJi-5 of .iudir\ h,i\ c pcrswdcd CA0
rh:lt Ihe c,ip,lbiliriex of ni3jor go\ ernnit’nc qcncies
.irc dcclininr.

Philip He~mann’5 78~ /riliti,:i q/ IMlic .If(rqytw//~ pro! ides a useful complenicn~ fo C;.-\O\
general niantigenient relic\\ s. since ir pro) ides
insighrc into ho\\. the political en\-ironment Affect\
;lqzncy operations. .A prnfessor at the Han 3rd [AU
School :md rhe John F. Kenned\- School of (;o\.ernment. He).mann illustrates his points \virh
cclected Kenned!- School cases. His pa5c cspcriewe in go~wnmenc. including ser\ke LIS-\ssiscant
Arrorney General for the Criminal IX1 ision during
the (Lrrer administration. also gkes him 3 pracricA
understanding of public m3nagemenr issues.
Heymann considers nvo models of eurcutivc
bmnch management. According to one. rhe President ~1schief e?iecuri\-e Sets policies 2nd o~wser5
rhe performaxe of the agencies: the second model
depict5 each qenc\- esecutiw. not the President.
3s responsible for formulating ~1coherent strarem
to guide Jgencv operations. Heymann xceprs both
models as potentially valid. but concludes Ihat
most m;lwrs handled by the federA go\wxment
do not 1x2~ direct-l\. on the President’s major progr;lm. the demwds of rhe electorate. or his needs
for legi*ilatixx support: 3s ~1result. the President
cakes LI limiced part in manalging the agencies.
Axordingly Heymann pursues the second of his
nvo models and explores the responsibiliries of
agencv executkes.
Heymann focuses on the strategic management role of the qenc\- head. An agenq’s cop
e\;ecuci\e is responsible for choosin,? an agencywide pidn of Jction and development. This plan
must saci+ presidential and congressional
demands and ~llso be marketable to the range of
group5. including interesr groups and other federal
agencies. rhat har.e 5ome say in the future of
the orgllnizarion.
A critical a5pecr of the m3nager’s responsibiliry according to Hqmann, i5 to mainrain the
health of the orgsrktion by seeing thsr. ir ddjuscs
to ncn. political demands. An organization must be
~lble co discharge its present responsibilities and
rake on new ones considered important by polverful political figures or irktutions--and
it needs CO
harx the /~prrtdom of being able to do these things
melt. Heymann’s concern \\ich capability is in line

Ar the wme time. xcording to Heymann. it is
difticulr co imptemenc effecri1.e internal mxxqement u ithout adequate external support. The
(kyrcss and the \\‘hire Hous must be u ilting. 21
rhc i en least. to grant the mclnqer control o\er
mo~c
importJnc org~nizaknal decisions. This conrrol is more likely co be gken if the manager is
running the organiaGon wccessfully Jnd thereb!
denying opponents rhe opportiinicy to confirm or
txploir rhe public‘s suspicions about t-he federJ1
gowrnment in general. In Heymann’s I-ien-, then,
comperrnce ensures the manager greater freedom
to manage. Conx~ercely the price of qpeuring
biased. trxsteful. or indifferent to one\ responsibilities is more rigorous wwsight.
In addition to cowring these issues in ;I readable Jnd inter&q
fashion. He)mann’s wlume
also sparks consideration of some tough questions
about improving federal managemenr. For exunpie. how can multiyear efforts to reform federA
management be sustained when policicall!~ appoinred esecuri~.es rotate in and our of office ~1srapid]).
as the)- do? How does one convince political csecutiws to concentrate on internal management u hen
time timications and the politicul ravards system
encourage them to focus on polic)- and political
issue%?.4nd if attention is not gilen co improx,ing
rhe agencies’capaciF co manage themsrhw, how
will the .gencies be able to fend off xtempcs
a “t7iiccom3n~~emenc” by the Congress and
the Office of \Lanugement and Budge? These
are issues chat Heymann does not specificall>co\w but that G.W and others concerned airh
good golwnment management must conrinue
to Address.
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years bar-e passed since the first
air service began in the I.niced Scares: 3
bingle-passenger biplane crossing ‘Tampa Bay on
IxhAf of the St. Pecenburg-Tampa ;\irboac Line.
Plenty has happened since.
K. E. G. Davies, w.ho holds the Charles A.
L.indhergh Chair of Aerospwe Histo? LICthe
Kacionltl Air and Space Jluseum. has chronicled
the rise of the L’.S. Arline industp in his comprehenG\-e .lil-li~s qf t/w I iriM Sfclte .I’inty IPiJ. This
is J book for enthusiasts--u-ich more detail than
the CLI\LILI~
reader M.ill prolxbl! need or desire-but
it ma! be the definiciw history of how the l\orld’s
lading air cr3nsport syxem ame to be.
In the years foIlox\ ing \\brld \\‘ar I. Da\-ies
point\ out. there M.LISlittle demand for such ~1sysrem. I’rbun centers alread!. Lvere connected by ,m
efficient rdil network. The Airplane’s ~1\-enlge
\pred. xljuscing for stops along the nay> ~3s about

scheduled
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7.5 mile\ 2n hour. hareI>-fJscer ch,in c\prc\j r;tll
yen ice. \loremw. “the prospect of ~1noij\ ride in
,111opcll cockpit held little Jppeal conip,ired u ich
the lu~un of the Pullman car.”
But in the mid-1920~. I>xk\ e\plain5. ~c,mc
rimeI! qncrnnienc inccn encion y\ e ,I lifr co air
rr.insporc. ‘l‘he (:oncrxx .-\ir 11311.Ict of 1025 cr.ln+
fcrrcd the carriage of air mail from the I)osc Oftice
co pri\ ate operxors under a conipccici\ c I~~clclin~
s!sccm. .A.s;I result. an airline indu4cn rhac bud
~c~i~n~cedhecause of ic5 inability co cart-y pa+
zcngers profitably could no\\ malie montx cairn ing
the mail. ‘[‘he xc’s impact \\;ls dnlmacic: Ix 1927.
12 neu’airlines had come into king. 10 of whichsuch 35 SorchLvesc. Pan .American. .Ind Ignitedewncuall\- became major trunk cxriers.
-The possibilin. of profits led co ,idt .mcc\ in
cechnolog? and ~1new group of :I\ iation pioneer\.
I)a\ies cites such dewlopmenn :I\ TUI iqcion heacons chat made night-time tlying possitk: the
Ford Tri-Jlotor, the first commercial Jircrllfc apaMe of carrying ;1 reasonable number of passengers:
,md the pheonomenon of Charles Lindbergh.
11hose solo crans-Atlantic flight made the public
more air-minded.
Throughout the hook, Da\-ies does J tine jut?
of describing not only the technical aspects of indi\.idual aircraft, such as the Boeing 247-I). the
Douglas 1X-3. and the Boeing 707, but the
impact of each aircraft on the indust?. Separltcc
chapters are de\.oced co helicopter senkes. allcqgo lines, commuters. regionals. charters. and Jir
axis. A section on the pioneers of air crsnsporcmen such ~1sEastern’s Eddie Kickenbacker, Pan
.-imerican’s Jultn Trippe. and T\Y\‘s Hotvard
Hughes--adds color co the more technicltl chapters
chat precede it. Graphics help, coo: The text contains scores of photographs. 29 maps and charts,
md 27 tables.
.I’here is J problem t\.ich chose cables. though.
.~ir/if1f:2 qftlru I ilit& SfuPs Sim 1Yf-l was originall)
published in 1972 ancl reprinted 135~yxr because
of popular demand. But the author fziled co
update any of his cables; the most recent data the!contain are nearly 20 years old.
About the only significant addition under the
new printing is a brief essay-on derexulacion. It
certainly lacks the derail of Da\ ies’earlier description of the e\,olucion of airline regulation. ‘[‘he
arlier account relates, in tine derail, the polickil.
economic. And safen- considerations that led to the
creation first of the Civil Aeronautics Board and
then the Fed.4 .\\bcion Administrucion. The

lc\i er section is skimp!. by wmp:lrison. (:uriou\l>;
3a\ it3 foils co discuss rhe ne\\ management prL”:ices of the airlines under dercrSill.l[ion--pr~cticc~
h.~t are often blamed for the concentration of the
ndwt?: computerixd rtxr! 2tion s\ \rem\. y icld
wrqement.
frequent flier programs. 2nd hubm&spoke networks. Liken-k. he ignores the fJc-0rs that ha\ e crexed operational problems. \uch
IS noise .md slot controls.
LkqGte these shortcomings. .4i/i?/w.~qff/t,
! ‘kr&Sf~fr~ J’;MMIYlJ is J thoroughI!- researched
.lork and a vex readable hisrory of the people. the
,lanes, 2nd the politics that brought the I‘.S. Jirine industry co the forefront of world a\-iation.

AT HOME

IN AMERICA

1YHERE Q’E LIVE: .A SOC:L\L HISTORY OF
01ERICXN HOUSING

“How Goodly Are Thy . . Dwelling Places! 0
‘America” is the title of Irving \\tlfeld’s introducrion to Il%lu/r 112LOP. But the same words really
jurn up the entire book. \Velfeld, an attorney and

polic\ .II~ \t for the Ikparrmunt of Hokng Jnd
I-rbun Ik\elopment (HL.I)I, pro\ idc\ hi\corkxl.
sociolo,~ical. political. and economic leswns about
the .American housing system from its inklnc! to
the present. focusing on chose t\ ho build .md rcnc
.I& thwx \\ ho regulxe. 1‘11046‘
\\ ho build and rent
drav accolades for their efforts. rhe 4ucce\x\ of
v hich “hi\ e ourscripprd rhr projections of e\ en
rhe cocke~cd opcimisc.” ‘I‘hose I\ ho rcgulace (i.e..
the feds) rccri\e exrensi1e criticism for the ftiilure
of [heir policies and programs to help house the
poor. Ii) his credit, [Velfeld goes Ixqond criticizing
fedewl efforts to offering some alternative plans.
\\‘elfeld begins II&w II> I./-x h>. describing his
ho) hood home in BrookI!-n: “The family consisting of ts\~ parents, a girl. and rlvo boy li\ed in ,I
three-.md-J-half room apartment above the store.
\\~hen it \\JS time for bed, rn) sister Lvould roll her
roll-arta!- into the li\.inp room. The boys tr,ould
retire to their large six?-scluJre-foot clo\rt.”
Tad+; rhr mother is a great-grandmother who
IiIes in an apartment “high in the sky.” Her
daughter li\,es in a house that “has more bedrooms
than she can use.” The older son li\.es fvith his
ou n three sons in a file-bedroom house. His
brother’s home has fewer bedrooms. “but he does
ha\-e J. swimming pool.”
For \\elfeld. this is a “not un?pical tale” of
Americrt’s success in housing its people. \Velfeld
does not be1iex.ethere is really a housing
shortage-only local shortages-or that housing
coxs ha1.esailed out of the reach of middle-class
Americans. He points out that aLerAge first-year
housing costs as a percentage of income ha\.e been
dropping since 1965, and chat homes are nonbigger. better, and more luxurious. There are 20
million more homeowxers toda\- than [here Lvere
housing units in 1910. Mith 65 percent of
Americw households now li\kg in single.
detached dr\,ellings.
Since 1910. the number of homes and apartments has tripled to more than 100 million Lvith no
sacrifice in quali?. In 1939, \\‘elfeld notes. half rhe
nation’s housing units had serious plumbing de&
ciencies or needed major repair; today “The ke?question about bathrooms.
is not Lvhether but
how many, and do they ha\,e a telephone.”
\kr. despite the rosy picture \\‘elfeld dei.elops
through most of II&w 112I&, he does concede a
number of problems. particularly in housing the
poor. He believes. for example, rhar through the
perversion of HCD’s programs. public housing has
become costly to maintain and too expensive to

bullcl .Inc\\. He pn)p~~x\ rhar the go\crnmrnt conc‘cntr.Irc on \krh\idi/inq ~ni2ll. pri\Jce I~mdlords co
Iwrcr cnLlhlc them to houw IO\\-income tenants,
r,lrhcr rhan conrinuing co pl+ Llncllord Jncl buildin< m.~n,l~:cr ~cwlf. He JIV) belie\ es thar renc:ll
bLil>\idic\ should lx .luccioncd off ro dc~elopers ;I5
cnric~ii~cnb to build more IO\\-income housin,g.
.bid he further propo%3 wmcching di2t might be
c2llcd “housing rediwihurion”: ;I “condominium
siihsid\-” thx \~ould encourugr older Americans
\\ ho Jrc now inhabiting more house thtin they can
LISCto mo\e out 2nd :illo\\ vounger tkiiilies to
mm c in.
\\elfcld cmplo!-4 an Amost nel er-ending
erring of tkrs 2nd fjgurc\ ro wpport hi\ cheerful
1 iew of “the course of American housing.”
\\‘hether or not the rexler ;Irer5 with his interpretation of the data. Il%fw I\> /,ic? i\ a \‘ep
.Ippealing book. \\rlfeld\ OL-eniew of the AmericJn housing scene i4 exp;Ln5i\e. amusing. 2nd ells)
co reltd, punctuated u ith Anecdotes and quotxions
dry\\ n from sources 25 \-,iried ~5 the Bible and C2ri
Jung. \Loreo\ er. his propor~l\ inlohing federal
housing prxticec Jre bound to stimulate thought.
But for Al his creati1.e attention to HI’I>‘s policies
and programs. he ne\-er cackles \vhat man)- conGder the nation\; most pressing housing problem:
homelrscness tind its direct link to the luck of
~ffordahle housing in man!. Llreas. For this reason.
\\‘elfeId’s book seems incomplete. if not altogether
remiss. in o\,erlooking the cloud that loom5 over
his othervise bright and sunny landscape.

H

ere I\‘.. J hook lx 3 \Yhite House in,icler th,lc
tells no tks out of school :md ~kk~res nc) trust.
Instead. \thltt Ilurra). 1Yeidenbaum offers is ;I
pwerful critique of go\ernmcnt policy during the
Keqan years. told from the perspecti1.e of
Ke2gan.s first Chairman of the Council of Economic .Ad\kors. ‘To rhac he adds his 011n
prescriptions fur the future.
The administration‘s major Glurc. \f’ciclenhaurn \;1ys. ~~3sto begin 2 srrinq of unprececlcnted
budget deficits and to tbil to curb government
\pending. He wvs that the idea of tn.ing to
increase government rewnues by currinK r:l\es \!3\
“nishful thinking,” and corrects the notion that

tiOOh

\\‘cident~auni de~wes :I large portion of KU~l(‘G;w~~
~‘.it/ Rrw/i~ to the difficult hut tIna\ oiclable
public poliq choices facing President Hush and
the nc\\ (Ion,gress. He ha strong 5 ie\r.\ on ~11of
them. For instance. he says that spendin: cannot
Lx increawd 11bile txces are cut. He argues th:lt
there are morr \\rapon syxrm\ on order th.In
there i\ money to pa>-for them: wme mu5t he
~cr~~pped.He says the crisis in education is so fundament2l that we annot Ix disrrxxed b!
periphcrtil issue5 wch 2s pr;lyzr in schools. For the
problems I\ irh v.hich we no\\ must come to term\.
he hlumes the Ktyqn 2dministrXion. He ‘qs
..
rhen the bills :irr coming due. Citkns conccrnecl \\ith the future of America must take on 2
role dkin to that of the cleunup crew the morning
after the bi,g blast.”
.49 he lay out his prewription for the ndtion’s
pul>lic polic\, ills. \\‘eidentLm~ brings to bear hi5
\e:irs of experience in gowrnment. the corporxe
~\orld. and xademia. So Ixried 3 hx+round leads
him ntxer to tinderwlue efficiency. equip. co/cI
politic~il ffxsibility I found m;\ny of his solutions
con\ iwing:, some les\ 50.
.it the hetirt of his booli is rhc asc for reducing budget deficits and federal expenditures.
E\-en segment of the htidget, hc says, offer4
opportunities to 521e money On defense. he clllls
himself 3 “chellp hLI\vk.** one who has concluded
that the onl! way to reduce xquisition rxpenditure4 is to identif\- and cancel unnecessan- weapon
sytems. Such decision\. of course. ~141lx difficult
to reach: Canceling systems meltns that people
10~2jobs and communities lose income.
The en\-ironmenr, \\tidenbaum s;lr\. is

“.inlchcr
c~iniplc of the t:iilklrc of .\meric.in\
ro m.thc tough ch01cc~ .” I-n\-ironr,leilt,ll ills.
hc .irgieb. c;Innot 1~ v~l\cd sinipl! II\ p:i\\ing I.in \
rh.it i~~indare
.~n end to pollution. In place of .I \\+
tcni in \I hich rc4ourcc\ ;irc \prcxi thin in .In
.ittenipt ro cIc’.in up pollution from .LII vjurcc\.
\\cldcnhauni propoc\ .in inccnti\ c-txi\cti \\ \tcni
to <ct niorc pollution Lilxltcn~cnt for the nionc\
q)cnr. I -rider one prcqxjal. the g)\ ernmcnt \\c~uld
c\t,ihli\h an Jniount of perniiAhle pollution .ind
then wll the right to create it-in effect. an ;iuction. I )isr,lsrrful ;i\ this ni;i\ wunci to sonic. the
propcj\.ll ckfcr\ so&r\ ;I mcisurc of cfticicnc! in
~~rOtcctll1~

the

en\

irOlilllent:

'hJW

~x~llllter~

\h~

could clean up their emission\ Iit low cost ~\ould do
v). u hilt rhose for 15horn it \!ould he 1cn’ c\pen\I\ c \\ould h;i\e to Ik.l high-aid
thcrcforc
rciniburw the gcnernnient-for the pril ileg of
c~ontinuinq co poilute.
\\eldenlx~iini is nothing if not widectnging.
Hc propows reform5 ro the SociA Securit>
\I sren-&spite
phone call5 from hi\ father ,l\king
him \\ Ii> “yxi Kcpul~lican?;’are 2l\wy tfi in:: Co
t,ikc :I\\ ;iv his Sociul Srcurit~ check. ‘l‘he wn.
ho\\c\er. ~\ould treat current rctirccs. niiddlc-qcd
\iorliers. 2nd people just entering the Idlwr force in
cliffcrenr w3v5. (:onsidcring ho\\. many current
rctirt33 or people \\I10 ;irc’3bwt to retire tktored
Social S&writ!- into rheir retirement plans.
\I’eidenlxlum ,ays. ro chqge thr rules chk Lltc in
the ,g.tnie \\.ould be unfair.
\\‘hile Ilurrq \\~eidenhaurn ~rould like ro ce
:I smaller gowrnmcnt. he is nor wqgonistic tolc.lrd
~~o\ernnient ~5 such, nor dot3 he t&e cheap 4iots
,F.
at the vi\ il sen ice. In t&t. he XI~L ‘I
it i\ \ ital
that ~o~ernn~ent perform well the ta5ks th;lr socict~ J,5igns it.
public policy will nor benefit
from continued Jttucks on the integrity and indusrriousnas of go\.ernment employees. .
most
CII II en Jnrc dre 3s huncsr Jnd dedic~~cecland competent JS their prim3te-sector counterparts.”
‘I‘hrou~hout Rnr&x~o/~szirh Rd;~,. I \\.‘I\
struck by the Author\ ahilit\- co take a dkintercsted. nonpartkm look :It public policy His
IJC~ of bias in discussing prolkms left behind b!LIPddministrurion of n.hich he \\a\ :I part is admiruble. and his book \Iwrh rexling. l
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